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ABSTRACT

This report presents a resume of the work done in the Theoretical Physics

Division during the Calender year, 1988. The topics covered are described by their

brief summaries. The main fields of the work were (a) Physics Design of the 500

MWe PHWR and related developmental studies, (b) Reactor Physics work related to

Rajasthan, Narora and Tarapur stations, (c) Laser Fusion Studies, (d) Mathematical

Physics Studies on Monte - Carlo method, Transport Equation and Fokker- Planck

Equation and (e) Theoretical Physics Studies related to Feynman Path Integrals and

Quantum Optics, The lists of research publications and Trombay Colloquia

organised are also appended.



PREFACE

During the year under report the main thrust of the work

was to understand the physics of large sited pressurised

heavy water reactors, develop necessary computer codes for its

analysis and finalize the design parameters for Nuclear Power

Board to proceed with the detailed engineering design.

Section 1 discusses the design work and Section 2 the develop-

ment work carried out for this project. It can be seen from

these sections that bulk of the development work has been

completed. However, work on spatial coherence analysis for

determining the suitable positions for regional over power trip

system detectors and modal method could not be completed during

this period. During the next year several design investi-

gations would be carried out dealing with the operational and

safety problems.

The work on Narora Design Manual was considered to be

the most important for there would be at least six such

reactors in our programme. These reactors have completely di-

fferent control and shutdown systems compared with RAPS and

MAPS reactors and we have no guidelines to lay down the opera-

tional procedures. Some progress was made in this direction

based on the 22 rod cluster design. However, due to the

decision of Nuclear Power Board to use the 19 rod clusters, the

calculations have to be revised. It is however expected to

be completed during 1986. Some of the problems solved for

these reactors are described in Sections 3 and 4.

Section 5 discusses the work done on light water reactors.

The fuel reload plan for Unit-1 Cycle-10 of the Tarapur

reactors was based on a new concept named as the sector sy-

mmetric core. This was introduced to eliminate the problem of

large thermal shacks to fuel assemblies. Another feature

was the introduction of 7x7 fuel in the core for which nece-

ssary analysis was completed. Other important studies
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included three dimensional Gd burnable poison in the core

and its burnup characteristics, and pinwise core power distri-

bution instead of taking the bundle as a unit.

Sections 6, 7 and 8 discuss the research work done in the

fields of reactor physics, reactor safety and Monte-Carlo

methods.

Work done on the solution of the nonlinear Boltzmann equa-

tion for test particle diffusion in a host medium and Green's

function approach to the solution of time dependent Fokker-

Planck equation with absorbing boundary is discussed in

Section 9.

Studies carried out in Inertial Confinement Fusion are dis-

cussed in Section 10. Work on numerical gain for spin pola-

rised nuclei and Rayleigh-Taylor instability was do vie • * Ana-

lytical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation for charged

particle slowing down in a fully ionized plasma was obtained.

The studies on Feyman path Integrals are summarised in

Section 11.1. Particular mention may be made to studies con-

cerning the polaron problem which concerns with the investi-

gation of the motion of an electron moving in a polar crystal

together with the self induced polarization of the lattice,

for which the effective mass was obtained. The positionally

disordered solids were also studied. Using the path Integral

approach it was shown that the behaviour of the disordered

solids is qualitatively different for the 3D solids than the

behaviour predicted by earlier workers.

The work done on Quantum Optics is discussed in

Section 11.2. Some of the problems analysed in this area during

the year are the effect of fluctuations in the number of atoms

in the driven Dicke model, the effect of cavity decay on the

dynamical behaviour of the atom and the radiation from the

Jaynes-Cummings model of a two level atom/ the cooperative
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effects on the spectrum of squeezing in the radiation from

a system of two level atoms confined to a single site and

driven by a monochromatic field, and the effect of the phase

and amplitude fluctuations in the driving fields on the

fluorescence from a three level atom.

A list of publications is given in Section 12.

With the aim of keeping the staff of this Centre informed

about the latest developments taking place in different

fields of science and technology and to keep up the high level

of scientific atmosphere in the Centre, the Trombay colloquium

is organised on every 2nd and 4th working Tuesdays. Section 13

gives a list of speakers and the topics discussed during the

last year.

The work discussed in this report has been carried by

the members of Theoretical Physics Division in collaboration

with staff of many other Divisions of BARC and Nuclear Power

Board. A list of the staff members who participated in the work

presented in this report is given in Section 14.

/S. P.
1-6-
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1. PHYSICS DESIGN OF SOO MWe EHWR

1.1 POWKR DISTRIBUTION VOR THE 500 MWe PHWR-REFERliNCiS CASE

K.R. Srinivasan and R.Srivenkatesan

Since the preliminary design of the SOO MWe PHWR, we had made many

modifications in the representation of reactivity devices and core exit burnup

distributions. There the two burnup regions and the exit burnup values were

arrived at to give optimum power flattening in the core. The worth of zone

controllers were only about 6 mk. The central adjusters (in the vertical midplane

along the axis) were homogenised over the two central bundles. Later with two

axial meshes per bundle length, we were able to represent them more
(2)properly. The zone controllers were also homogenised using supercell

(3)calculations. Further since the power requirement was only 1730 MWth we

departed from the optimum flattening burnup distributions. These resulted in a

core configuration which was used for determining the worths of control rods and

shut-off rods and their relocationing. We describe this reference case here.

The lattice constants used were generated from the computer code CLUB

. The core consisted of 392 channels. Two region differential burnup zones

were chosen with 124 channels in the inner core with 7720 MWD/T and the rest

268 outer core channels with 6800 MWD/T of exit burnup. The thermal power

requirement of 1730 MWt was fixed as mentioned above. Bach channel consisted

of twelve bundles of 49.b cm length. The standard mesh structure of one pitch

(28.575 cm) in x and y directions, 24.75 cm along the z direction was assumed.

The calendria radius was 390 cm. The subshell thicknesses on both axial ends

were of 3 axial meshes long on each end, with radius 320 cm.

The adhisters were simulated using a A£ , = 2.52x10 cm which gives

for the homogeneous fuelling scheme 16.4 mk of total adjuster worth. In the

equilibrium situation the zone control compartments (ZCC) are partially filled.

The actual fill or level in each compartment was as follows:

ZCC 1 & 6 47 %
ZCC 2 & 7 37.5%
ZCC 3 50%
ZCC 4 57.1%
zee 5 42.9%

- 1 -
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The ZCC 8 to 14 on the other axial half had similar levels. The average zone

controllers compartment level (AVZL) was 46.6%. The AE's used to represent the

filled portions of the ZCC are given in Kef.3. With those values, the worth of

equilibrium partlaliy filled ZCCs is 4.33 mk while fully filled ZCC's have a worth

of 8.46 mk.

Under these core and reactivity devices specifications with 8 bundle

birectional fuelling scheme, normalising total thermal power to 1730 MWt,

maximum channel power obtained was 8.475 MWth, and maximum bundle power

636 kw. In Table I we give the half core power distribution for this case. In Table

D the dwell times of these channels (between fuelling) is given. In many

simulations we have normalised the thermal power such that maximum channel

power was S.S MWt which gives (for the same exit burnup values), 1738 MWt as

total power. The average core exit burnup was 7131 MWD/T.

In these simulations the latest parameters of the pressure tube (such as

Zr-Nb and 4.S mm thickness), and the reactivity and burnup penalties of other

structural devices are not considered. Recently lattice parameters with proper

pressure tube specifications have been generat

power distribution calculations with these later.

pressure tube specifications have been generated. We will do more realistic

References:-

1. Note No. PHWR500/PHY/1
2. Note No. PHWR800/PHY/3
3. Note No. PHWR500/PHY/4
4. elsewhere in this report.
b. Note No. PHWR500/PHY/5
6. NotcNo. PHWRSOO/PHY/17
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Table I

The Channel Powers in Kilowatt Thermal.

A 3060 .2974 2793 2544

B 3908 3838 3673 3404 3066 2610

C 4546 4618 4395 4158 3809 3353 2862

1) 4846 4916 4859 4679 4387 3994 3481 2923

£ 4931 5040 5029 4907 4692 4437 4004 3443 2818

F S003 5103 5106 5065 4887 4680 4335 3891 3272 2555

G 5205 5232 5207 5108 4915 4673 4417 4204 3695 2998

H 5309 5319 5289 Si 88 4995 47S3 4565 4474 4047 3347 2516

J 5313 5353 5348 5266 5092 4828 4743 4719 4337 3654 2790

K 5207 5340 5388 5345 5212 4998 49£i 4940 4565 3881 3008

L 5174 5343 S425 5418 5342 S228 S200 5123 4717 4016 3129

M 5195 5368 5457 5465 5415 5337 5311 5199 4/63 4044 3146

N 5269 5409 5475 5471 5417 5335 5291 5151 4691 3957 3053

O 5408 5453 5466 5429 5346 5234 5152 4978 4495 3750 2848

V 5432 5435 5408 5333 5204 5082 4892 4685 4160 3432 2570

Q 5356 5348 5299 5191 5000 4764 4508 4286 3763 3050

R 5192 5202 S153 5073 4841 4538 4198 3844 3268 2566

S 4982 5059 5015 4854 4576 4217 3792 333S 2770

T 4770 4851 4790 4591 4266 3833 3328 2820

U 4347 4390 4293 4058 3700 3235 2752

V 3755 3715 3571 3312 2976 2524

W 2949 2877 2710 2471
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A
B
C

D

E

V

G

H

!

K

L

M

N

0

V

Q
R

S

T

U

V

W

336

264

227

213

210

235

225

221

221

225

227

226

223

217

216

219

226

207

217

238

275

350

346

269

229

210

20b

230

224

221

219

220

220

219

217

7.15

216

219

226

204

213

235

278

359

370

281

235

213

206

230

225

222

219

218

216

215

214

215

217

221

228

206

216

241

289

381

Dwell

406

304

249

221

211

204

230

226

223

220

217

21S

214

216

220

226

204

213

225

255

312

418

Times

337

271

236

220

211

239

235

230

225

220

217

217

220

225

235

214

226

242

279

347

Table n
of the Channels

396

308

259

233

221

221

217

243

235

224

22P

220

224

203

217

228

245

270

320

409

361

297

2S8

238

234

226

218

209

199

195

195

201

211

229

246

273

311

376

in Days.

354

300

266

246

231

219

209

202

199

201

208

221

241

269

310

367

367

316

280

255

238

226

219

217

220

230

247

275

316

373

405

345

309

283

266

257

256

261

276

301

339

403

411

370

344

330

329

239

363

402
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1.2 BURNUP OPTIMISATION FOR SOO MWe PHWRs

V.Balaraman, R. Srivenkatesan and K.R. Srlnivasan.

It is well known that a differential burnup scheme should be followed In

fuelling VHWRt to achieve a required flux flattening in the central regions of the

reactor. This is in addition to the adjuster rods which are also chosen such that a

desired amount of flattening is ensured. In the preliminary design we had

chosen 124 inner channels for a higher exit burnup of 8500 MWB /T »nd the outer

region had an exit burnup of 6600 MWD ft for the continuous (homogeneous) and

eight bundle shift schemes. It was decided to verify these assumptions by

choosing different inner and outer burn up regions.

The effective core radius is 319.2 cms. ( II R2 = 392 p2 ; p = 28.575). Three

different Inner zone radii were considered, as shown in Table I. The

corresponding core regions are shown in Fig.1.2.1 In these studies the subshell

length (small z) was 100 cms in each end. Only continuous fuelling -

homogeneous --option of TAQUIL was used in the analysis.

With different choices of inner/outer exit burn ups, the critic all ty conditions

was set to toe less than 0.2 mk. The average exit burn up, as per,

Ptot g
 P in t

P o u t , w h e r e O = b t t r n u p

"av filn ° o u t

was estimated and plotted as in Fig. 1.2.2 In Fig. 1.2.3 we have given the total

power for half the core < x - symmetry). The corresponding actual values are

given In Table II a,b,c for the three cases respectively. An independent analysis

of cas,v. - 3 is given in Ref.2.

This study shows that case 2 is the optimum with higher average exit power

with reasonable peak power. The optimum Q reduces for both cases 1 and 3.

Thus our preliminary design assumption is quite valid, and case 2 with 124 inner

channel has been fixed as standard for all later calculations.

We also performed the burnup optimisation with 8 bundle shift in all regions

of the reactor. The results are given in Table III and Fig. 3. In this case the

ubshell length was taken as 7S cms (three z- meshes lengths) . Here, there is a

gain in burnup for the optimlmum peak power.

However, t) in / 12 out based on the required power of 1730 MWt, the case

with 7720 / 6800 has been chosen as the standard core for all later calculations.
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References

1. Preliminary Channel Power Distributions for the 500 MWe PHWK,
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Table I

Scheme

1

2
*

3

No. of inner channels

80

124

1S6

Effective radius (cm)

144.2

179.5

201.4
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Table U a

Case 1 with 80 inner and 312 outer channels

Inner / Outer exit burn up

MWD / T

» in / fi out

10600/6000

10200/610P

98S0/6200

9510/6300

9180/6400

8880/6500

8600/6600

8340/6700

8120/6800

Keff

1.000C6

1.00005

1.00001

1.00003

1.00001

1.00008

1.00009 '

1.00008

1.00004

MWD /T

6657

6640

6719

679b

6865

6926

6984

!'O36

7087

^ot*™1

(half core)

866.8

863.2

868.4

871.4

874.8 (peak)

872.6

869.0

865.8

858. i
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Table II b

Case 2 with 124 inner and 268 outer channels

0 to / 0 out
MWD / T

8650/6100

8450/6200

8330/6300

6180/6400

8050/6500

7900/6600

77S0/6700

Keff

1.00007

1.00012

1.00005

1.00008

1.00006

1.00011

1.00017

MWD /T

6802

6849

6909

6957

7003

7039

7068

P t o tMWt

(half core)

882.2

885.7

886.6

887.6 (peak)

882.0

864.0

847.i)

Table U c

Case 3 with 156 inner and 236outer channels

« in / « out

MWD / T

8400/S800

8310/S900

8220/6000

8130/6100

8030/6200

7940/6300

7850/6400

7760/6500

7670/6600

7590/6700

Keff

1.00006

1.00005

1.00003

1.00001

1.00003

1.G0000

1.00003

1.00003

1.00010

1.00008

MWD A"

6715

6775

6830

6881

692o

6967

7007

7041

7073

7102

P t o t M W t

(half core)

893.2

897.5

900.7

904.3(peak>

894.1

884.4

866.6

855.1

837.2

827.0
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Table III

Eight Bundle Shift Optimisation!!! the Core with 124 inner and 268 outer Channels

ft in / ft out

MWD/T

8270/6400

8ISO/6480

7990/6600

7860/6700

7720/6800

7580/6900

7470/7000

7350/7100

7220/7220

Keff

1.00004

1.0000S

1.00003

1.00002

1.00005

1.00001

1.00007

1.00908

1.00007

MWD/T

69S8

6995

7049

7089

712!

7146

7176

7197

7220

(half core)

891.1

892.9

893.9(pe«k)

886.6

869.0

649.5

833.1

816.4

79"/.7
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1.3 CORE STUDIES WITH 28 ROD CLUSTER BUNDLES

K.K.Srlnivasan , P.D.Krlshnani «nd V.Balaraman

Vox the 500 MWe FHWKi it h»s been assumed from the start that 37 rod cluster

bundles will be employed. However a study for the use of 28 rod cluster bundles as

fuel was made to ascertain the comparative merits of the two fuels with reference

to average exit burnup, channel and bundle powers and operational margin.

The nominal configuration of the reactor with 392 channels (with inner core of

124 channels), 21 adjusters. 14 zone controllers (half filled) etc were assumed. The

total powers were obtained such that maximum channel power is 5.S MWt. Apart

from the homogeneous fuelling scheme, 8 and 10 bundle shifts were also studied. The

lattice parameters were obtained using the CLUB code.

In Table 1 a, b, c we give the results of these there schemes respectively. For

'he 10 BS (bundle shift) scheme, calculations were done only around 865 MWt, for

three cases. For comparison we have given the 37 rod cluster simulation results also

in Table II. Both these schemes are given graphically in Fig 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 for 28.

and 3'/ rod cluster cases.

l'or the 28 rod case, the average exit burnups are high compared to 37 rod cases

as expected. At the peak values of power, which is nearly same for both the

schemes, viz., 894 MWt, the burnup gain for the former is nearly 430 MWD/T.

Around 863 MWt, which is the desired power for the 500 MWe PHWR, the following

values result, (obtained from the figures ).

Bundle type 37 28

Homogeneous (MWD/T) 7115 7S6S

8BS (MWD/T) 7125 7570

10 BS (MWD/T) - 7400

Thus the gain in burnup is around 450 MWD / T.

From these studues we can also obtain the maximum bundle powers and

from the allowable bundle powers corresponding to / kdt » 40, estimate the

operational margins available for normal situations. These are summarised in

Table in. Here the burnup loss for Zr-Nb pressure tubes are included in the

average exit burn up values.

It is seen from these that 37 rod cluster core has a sizeable margin of 23% ,

while 28 rod cluster core will have only 696 margin with the 10 BS fuelling

scheme only. With 8 BS the reactor will exceed allowable bundle power limits,

unless demand power is lowered to less than 500 MWe.
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Slnce the SOO MWe reactor has many reactivity devices like adjusters, zone

controllers and contral rods, their movements will cause further distortions in

powers in addition to perturbations due to the on power fuelling schemes. Thus

one has to have higher operating margins even though exit burnups will be lower.

Of course one has to keep in mind that the fuelling rate will be higher, with

consequent higher load on fuelling machines, for 37 rod cluster cores. These

factors have to be weighed before arriving at a decision regarding the choics of

fuel.

However, it has been decided by the NPB SOO MWe PHWR project group in

consultation with BARC that 37 rod clusters will remain as the choice of fuel for

SOO MWe reactors.

Table I - a

28 Rod Cluster Bus-";* - Homogeneous Fuelling Scheme.

O in / 0 out

MWD/T

9150/6600

8990/6700

8820/6800

8670/6900

8630/7000

8400/7100

8280/7200

7700/7700

ftav

M W D / T

7302

73S8

7406

7453

7497

7 S3 8

7S76

7700

P t o t (Half core)

MWt

883.0

888.7

891.3

892.1

892.9

877.2

860.1

779.2

Note : (a) At 7700 / 7700 , the adjuster worth was IS.7 mk, for

A E a2 - 2.S2 x 10 " 4 cm - 1

(b) Q in, ft out and O av stand for burnup in inner

zone, outer zone and core average, respectively.
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Table I - b

28 Rod Cluster Bundles - 8 BS Fuelling Scheme

« i n / O out

9110/6600

8950/6700

8800/6800

8650/6900

8500/7000

8350//100

8260/7175

76X0/7670

ttav

7281

7337

7390

7438

7480

7516

7546

7670

P t Q t (Half core)

877.6

883.3

889.0

893.4

894.1 (peak)

893.6

881.9

796.9

Table I - C

28 Rod Cluster Bundles - 10 BS Fuelling Scheme.

fi in / 0 out

8350/6900

8275/6960

8200/7000

Oav

7384

7408

7416

P t o t (Half core)

872.9

862.3

852.9
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Table II

Core Burn up Studies with 37 rod cluster bundles

Homogeneous PuelUng

MWD n

6870

6921)

6 8"/4

7021

7066

7105

7142

7177

7207

722 b

7240

7250

P tot
MWt

885.6

890.5

891.2

892.0

884.8

868.4

851.2

835.2

819.6

802.7

786.9

779.7

8 Bundle Shift Fuelling

MWD/T

6958

6995

7049

7089

7121

7146

7176

7197

7220

P tot
MWT

891.1

892.9

893.9

886.6

869.0

849.5

833.1

816.4

797.7



Table IB

1. Total fission power

2. Total power to the coolant

3. Nvimber of channels

4. No. of bundles in core / channel

S. Max. channel power

6. Pressure tube Zr - Nb

(thickness)

1820 MWth

1730 MWth

392

12

5.5 MWth

4.5 mm

No. rods

in

cluster

37

28

28

Fuelling

scheme

bundles

shifted

8

8

10

Average

exit

burnup

MWD/T

6850

7300

71S0

Number of

bundles

fuelled

per KPD

14.1

12.8

13.0

Number of

channels

fuelled

per FPD

1.764

1.594

1.302

Max. bundle power

time

averaged

640

640

580

allowable

for

JkdG=40

788

612

612

Ratio of

allowable

max. to

time aver,

bundle pow.

1.23

0.96

1.06
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1.4 ADJUSTER ROD SIMULATIONS IN CORE CALCULATIONS

V.Balaraman, and R.Srlvenkatesan

The 21 adjuster rods (ARs) used for flux flattening in 500 MWe reactor are

of two types. The Inner five are of 14 pitches long while the outer (corner) two

are 10 pitches long. In all our studies we homogenised the ARs ovei two pitches

in the radial plane. The increased absorption is obtained by increasing the

thermal absorption cross section by 2.52 x 10 cm ~ such that their total

worth is about IS mk. In Canadian simulations the AK A £ 's are spread only in

one pitch about their position. The relevant super cells are shown in Fig. 1.4.1

Thus in their simulations the flux can recover between two adjuster positions,

resulting in sharp flux shape variations. In our method of simulations ths flux

shape is smooth since the homogenised regions are contiguous.

To verify whether our model is properly predicting the flux shape, at least

the peak positions, properly we did a few TAQUIL simulations to study both the

schemes, using the Reference Core Configuration.

Smearing adjusters in one pitch length only required employing half the

pitch meshes in the radial plane in TAQCfIL, which is restricted to uniform

meshes. Thus an ocatant core calculation was done. The zone controller,

particularly the off centre unit has to be simulated in an approximate fashion.

The A E's for the modified scheme was adjusted such that the worth of all ARs is

around IS mk. Thus a A £ .. = 5.2 x 10 cm ~ was used, corresponding to

15.6 mk of worth, fln this octant simulation the worth of normal AR scheme

gives IS.4 mk >.

The results are plotted in Fig. 1.4.2 and 1.4.3 for the normal AR scheme and

the modified AR scheme. They represent thermal flux values at height 7.IS, 78.6

and 207 cms from the horizontal mldplane in the central vertical plane of the

reactor. There is a marginal increase in peak fluxes as per the modified scheme

at 6.5 p along the x direction, by about a percent. One can notice the oscillatory

behaviour of fluxes.

In nominal situations when all adjusters are in, both will give nearly the

same power distributions. However, when certain rods (banks) are out or partially

in, the fluxes can be different. These things need investigation particularly for

snap-shot simulations and even coherence analysis. .
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There is however a drawback in the modified or Canadian scheme. The mesh

structure splits a channel in an uaphyslcal fashion ie., the power distribution

depends on the two channel properties. This 1* avoided in our model. In core

follow up the former may introduce unrealistic power distributions) when a

particular channel is fuelled.

In time average calculations when bidirectional fuelling is simulated, either

scheme is alright. In all the simulations jf any reactivity devices Canadian model

is the same. This scheme separates the reactivity devices in a more realsistic

fashion such that shadowing and «nti - shadowing of devices are more properly

reached. These models will be further investigated in future perhaps in FEMINA

which allows for variable meshea.
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1.6 CONTROL ROD STUDIES FOR 500 MWe PHWR

H.P.Jain, R.Srivenkatesan and K.R.Srinlvasan

There are four control rods in the 500 MWe PHWR. They are of the same

dimensions and material construction like shut off rods. They are meant for step

back ( power) purposes as well as for compensating off- noraml zone levels, like

zone controllers (ZCC) levels going below a certain value or complete draining.

According to (Canadian) specification the requirement is that the total

worth of -1 control absorbers combined with filling of the zone control system

shall be a-J equate to compensate for the maximum possible reactivity increase

upon power reduction, from nominal operation to hot shut down. Since ZCCs will

be near - half filled during nominal power operations, by filling it we will get 3

to 4 mk. This, along with CK worth should compensate for the power coefficient

reactivity increase from full power to near zero power level.

In equilibrium core hot shut down gives around 3 mk while for the initial

core conditions around 8 mk (from lattice calculations). These values depend on

boron concentration in moderator.

The original location of CRs were symmetrical around the axial And vertical

mid planes of the reactor; 40 cm from axial mid plane and 6 lattice pitches away

from vertical mid plane.

A NEW WHIRL direct calculation with no ZCUs,(zone control units) with X *

0.36 and a black boundary condition at 11 cm OD, with core configuration as

shown in Fig. 1.5.1 gave a value of 9.1 mk. It was felt that this value is rather

low compared to 10.8 mk, for Embalse 600 MWe reactor. This may be due to our

adjuster rod distribution as well as a larger inner core. There the corner adjuster

were very small (only 4p long) and inner core contained only 52 channels. In our

case the corresponding numbers were 10 pitches and 124 channels, further since

the ZCUs, especially the central units, are far away it was decided to move the

CK locations to be in between the ZCU's ie 124 cms from the axial plane and 4

pitches away from the vertical plane. These *te also shown in Fig. 1. This

resulted in increased worth of 4 CRs to 11.0 mk which was felt more reasonable.

These initial calculation were done with a equilibrium core configuration of

8500 / 6000 AitWD/T exit burnups for the inner and outer core respectively, as per

our preliminary core design. Due to various considerations, total power
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rcquirements as well as proper adjuster worths, the equilibrium case was fixed at

7720 / 6800 MWD/T. Vurther the effect of ZCCs at nominal and complete fill

also had to be taken Into effect. So a new set of calculations were done, with

NEWWHIRL as well as DIMENTRI. While NEWWHIRL does not involve any

homogenisatlon of the control rods which are represented by their actual

dimensions (made square instead of circular) the calculations had to be done in

quarter core ( as in Fig. 1) with an approximate reflector outer boundary. In

DIMENTRI, however, homogenised parameters were required while the core was

represented in a more realistic fashion, with the actual circular boundary and

subshell specifications.

In DIMENTRI the homogenised OR representation was done by having *.
3 1

a, = 1.8 x 10 cm in OR controlled meshes. This quantity was normalised

from a different simulation viz., shut off rod (SDS - 1) calculation to give nearly

75 ink worth. Since CRs are Identical to shut off rods in structure and dimensions

we assumed the same A E's.

Thus both the simulations had some approximations to contend with and

inevitable due to the present status of black rod simulation. In future these

calculations will be done with more realistic and refined models.

In Table 1 we have given the various keff's and worths calculated by both

these codes for various equilibrium core status.

Compared to the 9.1 mk, the new set of constants yield 8.7 mk for the

original locations of CH while it gives 11.5 mk against 11 mk for the modified

location. The ZCCs were not present in both the calculations. For this situation,

DIMENTRI gives 12.2 ink. We further note that the DIMUNTRI simulations

underpredict for the old location while they overpredict for the new location.

When ZCC's Hire fully filled the worth of CRs in the new locations get

reduced considerably! since these are only two pitch away from ZCC.

NEWWHIRL gives 9.8 mk and DIMENTRI gives 10.8 mk, ie a drop of 1.8 mk and

1.4 mk, respectively.

Since NEWWHIRL with its quarter core symmetry cannot simulate the

nominal half filled ZCC's this was performed only by DIMENTRI, which gives a

worth of 11.S mk for the CRs. NEWWHIRL overpredlcts the worth of ZCCs also

from fully filled to no ZCC conditions as 9.1 mk to the DIMENTRI value of 8.4

mk.

In NBWWHIRL as well as DIMENTRI the ZCC's were simulated by

homogenised A £'s (the adjuster rods were also simulated similarly).

Thus within the limitation of simulations by these codes, the CR worths are

In the satisfactory range.



Table I

Control Rod Worth Calculations

Case

1. a

b

2. a

b

3. a

b

4. b

NEW WHIRL

kef f (o)

1.0084

1.00S4

1.0067

1.0067

0.9976

0.9976

-

keff (CR)

0.9963

0.9944

0.9980

0.99S2

0.9981

0.9878

-

A keff

9.1

11.0

8.7

ll .S

9.5

9.8

-

DIMENTRI

keff(o) '

-

1.0044

1.0044

0.9960

0.9960

1.0002

keff (CR)

-

0.9960

0.9922

0.9870

0.98S2

0.9887

A keff

-

8.4

12.2

$.0

10.8

11.5

f

Note : a

b

1

2

3

4

Original locations of CRs

New locations of CRs

Preliminary Core Configuration ; No ZCCs

Reference Core Configuration ; No ZCCs

Reference Core Configuration ; ZCCs full

Reference Core Configuration ; ZCCs partially filled (nominanl)
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1.6 SHUT OFF ROD (SDS - 1) STUDIES FOR 500 MWe PHWR

R.Srivenkatesan , Vinod Kumar, S.B.Degwekar , R.S.Modak ,

R.P. Iain and K.R.Srlnivasan

Ther are 28 shut off rods in the primary shut down system called Shut Down

System - 1 (SDS - 1) for the proposed 500 MWe PHWR. As per Canadian CANDU

600 MWE reactor studies this system is rated to give nearly SO mk worth for all

the 28 rods and about 48 mJc for 26 rods when two maximum worth rods are not

available. These values vary slightly depending on the initial conditions of the

core.

Various analyses were done to obtain the worth of this system in the

proposed design of S00 MWe reactor, employing NEWWHIRL, FEMTNA and

DIME NT RI codes. The first two codes can treat the 3 D super cell problems as

well as core calculations. The transport theory super cell code BOXER was also

employed to obtain the cell homogenisation parameters in the presence of the

black absorbers. A brief summary of the various calculations and studies are

presented here.

The locations and numbering of these rods are given in Fig. 1.6.1

Design Specifications of the Shut Off Rods:

Initially two lengths were considered: 540 cm for all the inner rods and 4S0

cm for 10 outer rods (SR S,6,9,13,14,15,16,20,23 a nd 24). Recently Nl'B informed

us that all rods also can be considered to be of full length of 340 cm. However, in

the study presented we have stuck to the initial scheme, since heat generation at

the lower tips of the rods in their parked positions, drop time etc., have to be

ascertained properly by NPB before giving a final decision. It is felt that

increasing the length of the outer rods may not give much of an Increase in their

worth since these rods may go into the reflector portions in these positions. The

chord length of the core (fuel) portion is about 427 cm only, in these positions.

The hollow SRs consist of cadmium, the absorber material, sandwiched in

stainless steel sheaths. We have assumed their thickness to be 0.9 mm Cd and 0.8

mm each for the inner and outer SS sheaths , following the CANDU design. An

alternative scheme based on NAPP mechanical shut off rods assumes 1.5 mm for

all these sections. Some of our initial super cells assumed the outer SS thickness

to be 1.5 mm and the black boundary condition applied at the cadmim outer

surface. The OD of the SR is 11.3 cm.
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Super Cell Calculations

The X - values calculated from anlaytical formula for the SR of 11 cm OD

(subtracting the outer SS sheath of l.S mm thickness) gave 0.3616 (with

moderator D . > 0.8711 cm ) . With proper moderator properties (le., D ^ -

0.8994), X.... is calcualted to be 0.363. However the worth does not get affectedth
by this small difference in X values.

The diffusion theory 3D supercell calculation with X - 0.363 at Cd OD of 11

cm (made square for super cell calculations, with 9.75 cm square) using

NEWWHIRL or FEMINA gives nearly 300 mk of A k when the SR is present. The
3 1

equivalent A X ^ is 1.6x10 c m " .

The transport theory code BOXER was also employed to get the A E

directly. The circular fuel channel and SR were simulated as such with SS and Cd

dimensions of 0.8 and 0.9 mm. This gives nearly 335 mk of A k w , with an

equivalent A E ~. « 1.8 b x 10 ~ cm " .

Since the Canadian values of A E '» show larger variations in both the

thermal as well as fast groups and we have assumed X boundary conditions only

in the thermal group it was felt, that we should estimate \ from transport theory

I-D cell calculations employing DTK IV (modified to get X vlaues ( 2 ) . This was

done and the initial results indicate X fast - 0.033 and X ^m 0.319. The FEMINA

3D supercell calculations with these values of X and 11.14 cm OD give A E -v

of 320 mk with corresponding equivalent A £ . of 1./ xlO " . These

calculations are being verified.

Thus we have from three different routes the 3D super cell worths ranging

from 300 to 33$ mk. Hence more detailed study of getting the basic parameters

in the presence of black absorber rods have to be done. It has been decided to

analyse some experimental results of ZBRLINA for the DHRUVA liquid poison

tubes performed by ERPS to get a firmer basis for our models. This important

problem has to be sorted out even for NAPP core also.

Csre_CaLcul«tions

The first set of core calculations was done in NEW-WHIRL applying X -

boundary conditions directly at the surface of SRs of 9.75 cm square and exact

lengths (540 and 4S0 cms). Only an octant of the ,-ore was considered with an

idealised reflector outer boundary and no zone controllers as shown in Fig 1.6.2.

The homogenised parameters of adjusters were taken into account, with average
(3)

parameters of an inner and outer core as per our preliminary core design .

The worth of all 28 rods was obtained as A keff » 74.6 mk and reactivity
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ch.nge A p /9.9b mk. IA p is defines as Reff (SK)] - Keff (o)J / [ Keff (SR) . Keff

(o) ] . Since Design Basis Accident ( DBA specification required that maximum

worth two rods were not available with hal£ core voided, this could not be

simulated with NKWWHIRL because a M l core calcualtion employing this code is

prohibitively time consuming even on ND 570 computer. We did full c o n

calculations in DIMErTRI.

In DIMENTRI simulations, we took the reference core parameters with

ZCC s half filled etc . The reactor simulation was more exact with circular

moderator outer boundary.

The SKs were simulated such that their total worth In equilibrium unvoided

condition is nearer to the above NBWWHIRL value. Thus we got a A Z _ . » 1.8 X

10 " cm~ which gave for the equilibrium core A Keff 74.3 mk or A p 80.2 mk.

The two most effective control rodi were found out to be SK 4 and SK 6 or any

of its symmetric sets. This coincides with their locations of them in CANDU 600

MWe simulations also. SK 4 is the maximum worth rod, which if not available

reduces the total worth by nearly 25 96. Further when the next maximum worth

rod viz., SK 6 is not available the worth of 26 rods becomes only SS96 to 60 % of

the 28 rods - total worth. As mentioned above in the equilibrium situation half

core voiding also has to be taken into account as this is the Design Basis

Accident for the reactor. The two maximum worth rods assumed not available

fall in the voided half of the core.

So to start with a half core voided reactor was simulated. The nuclear

constants obtained from CLUB are shown in Table - I for the voided half and the

unvoided half in the equilibrium situations.

The excess reactivity introduced for the half voided core is 9.62 mk. Taking

this as the initial core configuration we performed many calculations for various

situations, which included some shifting of certain SRs. These relocations were

from the nearness of calendrla penetrations - or the ligament sizes between

them considerations which NPB wanted to be as large as possible. While doing

this care was taken to see whether we get the required worths with all the 28

rods in and with two maximum worth rods not available. Since the latter is the

DBA specification it should be as large as possible.

The results of these studies are given in Table II. Here we have Included the

Candlan values also for comparison.

For the voided core we seem to !t>e predicting about 3 mk less In reactivity

for both 28 and 26 rod cases compared to the CANDU reactors. However, our

study indicates that our direct calcutational scheme based on NEWWHIRL, Is

quite satisfactory.
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We analysed further three cases of shifting of 4 SRs(SH 9,13,16 and 20),

since they are clustered around SK 14 and IS. NPB felt that ligament sizes

between these calendria penetrations are not comfortable. So we shifted these 4

SKs (a) by two pitches inward (to the orlgnal control rod positions) along the

directions, (b) by only one pitch inward along x direction and (c) by half a bundle

length outward along the z direction.

The case (a) was analysed only for the equilibrium unvolded reactor. Here

even though we gain compared to the original positions for the 28 rod case, when

two rods are not available, the worth gets reduced by 1.5 ink. Even though this is

marginal, the trend is negative so this is not a preferable case. In addition this

will again crowd around the positions of corner absorber rods worse than the

original situation.

The cases (b) and (c) were analysed In the half voided core. Both give

marginal increases in the 28 rod worths! case (b) being better of the two. But

with 26 rod case (c) Is better with nearly 47 mk, 4 mk -bove the original

positions. Thus this case has been recommended to NPB and has been accepted as

the final position of the SRs. Since the z planes of the SR are altered their

numbering has he changed according to our conventions. Thus the new locations

and the numberings are given in I'ig. 1.6.3.

Conclusions:

We have approached the calculation of SK worths through two routes.

1) Based on cell (moderator) properties, is the thermal extrapolation distance

( \ . ) into the absorber material Is calculated. With this \ t . represent the

SKs in the NiiWWHIRL ts such (conserving volume and made square in the

cartesian geometry of the finite difference model employed). Due to the

computing cos>ts involved with such fine mesh calculations we turn to

DIMKNTRI, normalising the total worth to obtain A E ( t h . This is used for

various studies of SKs. This scheme gives satisfactory results within the

constraints of DIMKNTRl mesh structures. This however could be avoided

going over to PEMINA code which will be done In the future.

2) The A £ ' s are obtained directly via a 3 D super cell and then DIMENTRI /

l'KMINA calculations are done for the core part. Here the present

modelling problems of the supercells are still to be overcome. The various

alternatives have to be thoroughly analysed even doing a Monte Carlo

super cell calculation. These studies are underway.
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Both these routes will be verified from the analysis of ZERLINA

experiments. From actual design considerations the SRs may be off centre about

the horizontal plane of the reactor with the upper portion having 265 cm and

lower portion 275 cm. In all the above calculations we have assumed symmetric

deployment of the SRs around the horlzontzl plane. This altered situation will be

taken Into effect in future calculations.

These calculations have been done for the equilibrium core configurations.

We have to repeat them for the initial core after we finalise the configuration

using depleted fuel in the inner zone etc.
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Table I

Nuclear Constants for the SK Studies

Nuclear

Cross section

E a2 (cm "1)

Z fj (cm -1)

o £ Ij (cm ~ l)

D, (cm )

E 1> a (cm )

t t j l c m " 1 )

Z f 2 (cm " )

v 2 f _ (cm " )

D2 (cm )

Outer Core.

1.7901 - 3

3.1476 - 4

8.6877 - 4

1.387

8.6348 - 3

8.8501 - 3

1.7174-3

4.4843 - 3

0.9315

Inner Core

1.8018-3

3.1280 - 4

8.649S - 4

1.387

8.6247 - 3

3.8633 - 3

1.7047 - 3

4.4750 - 3

0.9315

Outer core

voided

1.6186 -3

3.2052 -4

8.8679 -4

1.50

8.2276 -3

4.0051 -3

1.7904 -3

4.6681 -3

0.9S05

Inner core

voided

1.6288 -3

3.1870 -4

8.8326 -4

1.5

8.2193 -3

4.0183 -3

1.7764 -3

4.6564 -3

0.9505

I



Table II

Case

1

2
3

4

S.
6.
7.

keff (o)

1.00S40

1.000187
1.000187

1.00868

1.010108
1.010108
1.010108

28 Rods

keff (SR)
(mk)

0.93060

0.925922
0.924734

0.93174

0.936624
0.935361
0.936440

A Keff
(ink)

74.60

74.27
75.45

76.40

73.48
74.74
73.67

Ap
(xak)

79.95

80.20

81.87

77.67
79.10
77.88

26 Rods

keff (SKI
(ink)

-

0.9S4624
0.956137

0.96234

0.967499
0.967587
0.964066

A Keff
(mk)

-

45.56
45.04

46.24

42.61
42.S2
46.04

A p
(mk)

-

47.7

47.74

43.60
43.50
47.28 to

T
Note : (A) The various cases have the following significance:

1. MEW WHIRL ; Octant core, no zone controllers present, equilibrium core. SRs at the orignal locations (as per Vlg. 1)

2. DINUiNlHI ; full core, average filling of ZCCs, equilibrium cora. SK'S as per l'ig. 1

3. - d o - ; SRs 9,13, 16 and 20 shifted by two pitches inward along x (case (a ) of text)

4. Embalse 600 MWe values for half core voided equilibrium. SR's as per Fig. 1- (The inner / outer core configuration, adjuster rod

deployments are different from our reactor).

5. DIMKNTRI ; half core voided equilibrium SRs as per Fig. 1.

6. do - ; SRs 9,13,16 and 20 shifted one pitch inward along x (case (b) of text)

7. - do - ; SRs 9,13,16 and 20 shifted half a bundle length away from the central vertical plane (case (c) of text)

(B) The reactivity p is calculated as per p » (k (SH)-k (o))/(K(SH). K to).
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1.7 INSTRUMBNTED CHANNELS AND FLUX DETECTORS LOCATIONS

FOR THE SCO MWe PHWR

R.Srivenkatesan, P.Mohanakrlshnan and K.R.Srinivasan

Various studies were performed to Identify channels and locations for

Instrumented Channels (ICs) and different flux detector locations for the

vanadium Flux Mapping Detectors (FMB), Zone Control Detectors (ZCD) and

Reactor Over Power Detectors (ROPD) for the SOO MWe PHWK.

XCs and ZCDs

The zonal specifications and choice of forty ICs were given in Note No

PKWK SOO /PHY/12. After discussions with NPB it was agreed to provide

additional four ICs from PHI requirements. We also prefered to shift the

positions of ZCDs (in zones 1,2,5 and 6 and their counter parts on the other axial

half) by one pitch towards ZCUs. Since this was agreed upon, the choice of ICs

around these ZCDs have changed. The final choice of ICs and ZCDs are given in

Fig 1.7.1

Flux Mapping Vt Detectors

There are 102 vandium FMDs proposed for the SOO MWe reactor core for

on-line flux mapping. The electric signals generated by the electrons produced in
en

the decay of Va as per

2 3 Va S 1 <*'" 2 3V.S 2 * <» (stable)
lA q^ =4.88b 2 d 3.8 m W

are a measure of the neutron flux in those positions. These electric signals have

to be calibrated to give the corresponding neutron fluxes.

Prior to installation these detectors are calibrated by the manufacturer and

the I'M system will further alter with a sensitivity factor S depending on the

power of the reactor. Thus the flux is obtained from

D. - PD. . S. K.

IX * Calibrated flux for detector j

PD, -»the detector signal

S -> gross sensitivity factor

K. t relative sensitivity factor from manufacturer's calibration.
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Wlth burnup the relative sensitivity factor K. will vary depending on their

locations, flux levels, operating power levels etc. The VM system is supposed to

keep track of the measured fluences (J <J> dt) and correct K.. Further the "as

built" l'MDs with lead cables of varying lengths depending on the actual

locations, may not exactly coincide with the original calibration environment.

Further in case of a detector malfunction or inadvertant calibration error the

isolation or correction oE detector will be easier with insltu calibration. Thus it

was felt an in situ calibration should be provided for as in later versions of

CANUf (from Darlington NGS onwards), as these measurements are basic to all

other calibrations of ZCUs and KOPDs. Of course in our present reactor design

as mentioned above ICs are provided which will measure the channel thermal (to

the coolant) power. But this will have to be reconverted to moderator neutron

fluxes which will also Involve certain uncertainties.

The in situ calibration will Involve providing for travelling incore probes

(TIPS) - essentially fission chamber counters. The NPB, C & I group felt that at

the present status of instrumentation this will require a larger FMD assembly,

thus increasing the diameter of calendrla opening at the top. The larger assembly

will also increase guide tube sizes etc resulting in reactivity penalties. From

these consideration it was decided that only selected VFUs (vertical flux

detector units) should be provided with TIPS., even though ideally TIP

measurements should be possible even at power the presently envisaged TIPS are

for calibtatlon at very low power , ( < 1%). Further the TIPS will be moved

manually rather than automatically.

Since different number of detector will be there in VFUs, a judicious choice

was made. Table 1 gives the various detectors present in a VFU. Six TIP

locations were chosen such that they contained varying number of Va detectors

(either 2,4 or S) and will also contain some ZCUs and KOPDs, The latter

provision enables us a way to check on our calibration of these control and safety

related detectors. Further we also decided to have them placed with a diagonal

symmetry.

Since these locations may have larger openings, NPB opined that sufficient

ligament sizes are provided from neighbouring reactivity devices. This

necessitated shifting VVU 12 and VFU IS to off centre (from the central vertical

plane along Z axis ) positions. Thus the final locations of TIPs and VFUs are as

shown in Fig. I./ .2. We have given the new numbering of these VFUs in this

figure.
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One of these TIP positions will also be used for incore detectors during

Initial criUcaUty measurements. It has been decided to have VFU 8 (TIPS)

location for this purpose.

HOP Detectors

The Table I also gives the number of ROPDs in VFUs and Table • gives the

horizontal flux detector units (HI'Us). In both the tables we have given the data

learned from Canadian reports as well as those that are present in the Embalte

600 MWe CANDU in Argentina. There seems to have been a major reduction for

the Hmbalse plant by a factor of three in the vertical ROPDs for SDS-1 and

horizontal ROPDs for the SI>S - 2 trip initiations. We felt that we should rather

prefer the scheme with larger number of detectors at least for our first reactor

inview of stringent safety requirements In present day reactors. We may reduce

their numbers In future designs if we feel they are warranted from cur spatial

coherence analysis and operating experiences.

Among the HFUs we have eliminated two which do not contain any

detectors *a far as we know. One of the HFUs, designated HFD 2 originally

containing two KOPUs has been shifted away from the central vertical plane (in

x direction). This was done, with the concurrence of NPB, so that this horizontal

tube passes close to the ZCUs and CKs in the vertical direction (which are at 124

cm)

The main reason for this is that during initial critical commissioning

experiments the flux along this line can be measured by a horizontal TIP. This

will require as mentioned above for VFU-TIPs that its calendria opening is

larger. The present idea is that we will remove the two KOPDs during the initial

physics experiments and provide the horizontal TIP. Later they are put back

while going on power. The details of these experiments will be worked out later.

In Fig. 1.7.3 we give the final positions of the HFUs and their identification

numbers.



VFU - 1
(VFD-1)
Vl'U - 2

VFU -3
(VFD - 3)
VFU - 4
(VFD - 6)
VFU - 5
(VFD - 7)
VFU -6
(VFD-4)
VFU - 7
(VFD-5)
VFU - 8
(VFD-8)
VFU -9
(VFD-9)
VFU - 10
(VFD-11)
VFU - 11
(VFD-14)
VFU - 12
(VFD-10)
VFU - 13
(VFD-12)

Total
Half Core

Total
I'Ull Core.

VaD

5

2

b

4

4

2

4

4

2

S

4

Jj

51

102

CANDU -

HOPD

0

1(2)

0

3(6)

3(6)

0

2(4)

2(4)

0

0

1(2)

2(4)

1(2)

1.S (30)

HO (60)

Table 1

Number of Dectors
600

'/CD

0

3(6)

0

0

0

2(4)

0

0

2(4)

0

0

0

0

7(14)

14(28)

Total*

b

10

5

10

10

6

8

8

6

&

7

8

7

toVFUs

VaD

ti

2

5

4

4

2

4

4

2

b

b

4

b

51

102

ROPD

0

0

0

1(2)

1(2)

0

1(2)

1(2)

0

0

1(2)

0

0

5(10)

10(20)

11MBALSE

ZCD

0

3(6)

0

0

0

2(4)

0

0

2(4)

0

0

0

0

7(14)

14(28)

Total*

5

8

• 5

6

6

6

6

6

6

S

7

4

S

I
u
o

* Minimum number of detectors In a Vl'U is 8 for £mbalse. plant and 10 for CANDU 600.
The VI'I) designation corresponds to CANDU conventions.
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Ttblo 0

Number of Detectors in Horizontal 1'lux Detector Units.

HFU 1
(HI'U 4)
Hl'U 2

(Hi'D 8)
HI'11 3

(UVD 2)
Hl'U 4

HVU .',
(HFU 3)
HFU 6

(Hl'D 5)
HFU /

(HFD 9)

Total

CANUU 600

3

',

2

A

2

a

!,

23

Umbalse

2

3

1

2

8

HP U 6 and / did not contain any detectors in both Canadian
and Embalse reactors
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1.8 ANALYSIS OF REPRESENTATIVE BUNDLE POWER ENVELOPES FOR

CANDU REACTORS - CANADIAN RESULTS

A.N.Nakra

Each fuel element during its life In the core has a different power history

due to the changes in the concentration of fissionable isotopes and movements of

fuel in a channel during re fuelling etc. Therefore, one of the fuel design

requirement in CANDU reactors is to have power burnup histories of fuel bundles

to make sure that bundle powers are not exceeding design limits. Analysis of

every single element to assess its behaviour for fuel design or for accident

analysis is impractical. Therefore, recourse is made to upper bound techniques

and conservatives assumptions, mainly through fuel management calculations.

These calculations are necessary in order to provide a conservative power versus

burn-up history for the maximum power channel in the core.

To provide a basis for fuel design and ant ysis, Canadians have calculated

bundle powers data for their 600 MWe reactor by doing large number of physics

simulations using snap - shot power distribution. Based on these data a concept

of representative bundle power history envelope was derived and compared with

actual operation. The Canadian calculated curves are shown in Fig. 1.8.1 with

some typical bundle histories. This is a curve of expected bundle power versus

burnup, which encompasses all histories and includes all the changes in fuel

power due to various effects occuring. The peak bundle power on the nominal

design bundle power envelope (which does not fully account for the power ripple

caused by refuelling) is 800 kW for the 600 MWe CANDU reactor.

To allow for power ripple, a reference over power envelope was generted by

Increasing the nominal design bundle power envelope by 12.5% , a value selected

on the basis of. past experience and from simulation of anticipated fuel

management program. The maximum bundle power on higher envelope is 900 JcW.

These envelopes are important from various considerations namely, they

represent the bounds of higher bundle powers any • •here In the core as a function

of burnup. A note was prepared giving the Canadian results as a guide lines to

fuel design and development section of NPB, 500MWe-PHWR Group.

Reference:-

Representatlve Bundle Power Envelopes For CANDU Reactors-Canadian Results

by A.N.Nakra, Note No. PHWR S00/PHYV 8, 1985.
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1.9 BURN UP OPTIMIZATION WITH LARGER INNER ZONE RADIUS

Ol; THE CORE l'OR 500 MWe - PHWR

A.N.Nakra and R.Srivenkatesan

In earlier calculations related to preliminary channel power distributions for

500 MWe-VHWR reactor (Ref.l), the core was divided into two zones,having

different exit burnups with inner zone having 124 channels and outer zone had

268 channels. The total radius of the core was 314 cm whereas the radius of the

inner zone was 171 cm.

In order to assess ,the change in average burnup and maximum total power

attainable by increasing the inner zone radius of the core to 200 cm containing

156 channels and outer zone having 236 channels were considered In order to

attain both maximum total power output and burnup without violating the

maximum desired channel power limit of 5.5 MWt, the optimization studies of

the flux flattening was done for equilibrium core by using the differential

fuelling scheme. The optimized power distribution was obtained by using 3 -

dimensional diffusion theory code TAQUIL with different discharge burnups in

two zones. The lattice parameters of 37 rod natural uranium oxide cluster were

claculated using the CLUB code. The instantaneous values of these lattice

parameters as a function of burnup were used in the homogeneous model of

TAQUIL code for power distribution calculations. In these studies 12 bundles per

channel using two axial mesh points per bundle, were considered. Beslded that
-4 -1extra absorption cross - section i.e.. A I = 2.52x10 cm was assigned to fuel

SL

meshes adjacent to the adjusters, while zonal control compartments were

considered as half filled having worth around 4.5 mk.

From this study, it was found that we get a very low optimum burnup (less

than 7000 MWD/TeU), even though the corresponding total power is higher.

Optimum maximum bundle powers are in the order of 588 to 655 Kw which are

less than the designed value of 690 kW. Therefore, in order to attain total

thermal powers in the range of 1730 to 1780 MW, we have to sacrifice the

burnup. This shows that we are not gaining much in terms of burnup in going to

larger inner core radius. As our aim is to get both higher power and higher

burnup, it is preferable to consider optimization studies with smaller size of

inner zone containing 124 channels. Complete results are given in Ref (2).
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2. COMPUTER CODE DEVELOPMENT EOR PHYSICS DESIGN

OP SOO MWe PHWR

2.1 ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS WITH 37 - ROD FUEL CLUSTER

IN ZED - 2 REACTOR

P.D.Krishnani

In the proposed 500 MWe PHWR, it is proposed to use 37 - rod fuel clusters.

Though a large number of experiments have been performed with "/ - , 19 - and

28 - rod fuel clusters and different coolants, no experimental data exists for 37 -

rod fuel clusters. These 7, 19 and 28 - rod experiments were earlier analysed

with the computer code CLUB and the results were generally found to be very

encouraging. Recently) a Canadian report has been received which describes

the results of experiments done with 37 - rod UO, Bruce reactor fuel.

Measurements were made at a single lattice pitch, namely 28.58 cm square,

using heavy water and air as coolants. In the proposed SOO MWe PHWR also, the

same type of fuel cluster and lattice pitch will be used. Following parameters

have been compared,

- initial conversion ratios and fast fission ratios throughout a fuel bundle

- lutillum - manganese activity ratios relative to a thermal reference

location and

- detailed relative copper activity distributions through out a lattice cell.

It was found that the initial conversion ratio and fast fission rate can be

predicted within 2% and 1% , respectively; copper activities and lutitium -

manganese ratios within 2%.

Reference

1. R.E.Kay, Lattice Measurements with 37 - Element Bruce Reactor Fuel in

Heavy Water Moderator Detailed Lattice Cell Parameters, AEC1 - 5307

(1976).
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2.2 COMPARISON OF LATTICE PARAMETERS PROM POWDERPUFS AND

DUMLAC CODHS FOR 37 ELEMENT URANIUM OXIDE CLUSTER

A.N.Nakra

37 rod natural uranium oxide cluster is being used in Canadian power

reactors producing power of 600 MWe and beyond. This uses the pressure tube of

Zr-2.5% Mb. Lattice parameters as a function of burnup are generally calculated

using their code POWDEHPUPS.

In order to understand the difference between POWDERPUPS and DUMLAC

codes for 37 element cluster, geometrical data for this type of cluster as used In

POWDERPUFS for 600 MWe reactor were used to obtain lattice parameters

using DUMLAC code.'These lattice parameters were generated as a function of

burnup and compared with those of given by POWDER PUPS at various burnups. It

is found that there is a difference of about 10 mk at low bumups and the

difference reduces to about 3 to 4 mk at higher burnups. Prom the analysis, it is

found that major discrepancy is In the value of resonance absorption. However 8

percent reduction in resonance absorption by using a fudge factor in DUMLAC,

gives good agreement between the parameters generated by these two codes.

Change in Isotopic composition with burnup were also compared as obtained

from these two codes. The difference in plutonlum production data, is under

investigation.
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2.3 THREE-DIMENSIONAL DIFFUSION THEORY CODE - THRBED

V.K.J»in

THREED is a multigroup multi-dimensional diffusion theory code to solve

source or eigenvalue' problems to give direct or adjoint flux distribution in an

l-(slab, cylinder), 2-(rectangular, cylindrical or triangular) or 3-(cartesian)

dimensional geometrical configuration using the centre-mesh finite-difference

technique.

The system is divided into a number oE mesh intervals by drawing lines

parallel to the axes. Three types of boundary conditions are provided in the code:

(i) Reflective ie V<J>*0, Hi) Vacuum ie <t> +d n.V<t»O where d Is the extrapolation

distance (given as input) and (ill) X-boundary condition le V<t>+\<b=0 at any

Internal or external interface. Using the centre-mesh finite-difference

technique, the diffusion equation along with the appropriate boundary conditions

is transformed into a set of linear equations in terms of fluxes at the centre of

the mesh intervals.

The neutron fluxes are obtained through a successive line over-relaxation

(SLOR) technique in which fluxes on a line are simultaneously calculated using

the method of sweeps. The eigenvalue Is calculated by the standard fission

source iteration technique.

There is no limitation on the number of mesh Intervals or energy groups to

be used for a problem. The code has a provision for upscattering also. The

optimum over-relaxation parameter for the inner and outer iteration schemes

can be estimated during the course of calculation itself. For outer iteration, the

two-parameter Chebyshev extrapolation scheme can also be used. The code has

been extensively used for all types of reactor problems. The code forms the main

module of the space-time kinetics code 3D-PAST based on IQS or adiabatic

assumptions.
(2)Recently an exercise was carried out to compare the results from three

codes: THRKKD, DIMENTRI and FEMINA for a typical two-dimensional PHWR

problem. It was found that k e « and fluxes from the three codes agree

satisfactorily. The CPU time taken for the problem with the code THREED are

substantially smaller than the other two codes.

References

1. Iain V. K. ," Three-Dimensional Diffusion Theory Code: THREED", BARC

report under preparation

2. Srivenkatesan R. et al, Note PHWR S00 / PHY/10 (198S).
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2.4 VALIDATION OF THE THHBB DIMENSIONAL CODE NEWWHIRL

H.D.Purandare and Vinod Kumar

The three dimensional diffusion theory code with internal boundary

conditions, NBWWHIRL was compared already with the proven codes TUMLUT

and ALCIALMI in one and two dimensions . A more significant validation in

three dimensions was carried out because only such a validation would prove the

utility of the code for more complicated situations as in large PHWRs vis a vis

the utility of the supercell approach. This validation was against the results of
(2)adjuster rod reactivity worth measurements in RAPS - I

An important assumption in the approach of NEWWHIRL wherein a lamba

boundary condition is applied on the surface of an absorber is that like all other

regions, the absorber region is also in the shape of a rectangular parallelepiped.

A comparison of leakages into the absorber rod was made using transport

theory coe DTV IV assuming the rod to be cylindrical ar.l square and a

correaction factor was obtained to be applied to blackness when the absorber is

assumed to be a square in NBWWHIRL.

In order to properly take into account the flux gradient in the vicinity of the

absorber , small mesh distances close to the absorbers and increasing away from

the absorbers were assumed.

The measurement of the adjuster rod worth consisted of achieving reactor

criticality with all adjuster rods fully inserted with certain amount of boron in

the moderator and maintaining reactor criticality, as the adjusters were slowly

removed, by adding more boron to the moderator .

The lattice parameters for natural uranium 19 rod cluster fuel and D , 0

reflector withll.99 ppm and 13.8 ppm of boron in the moderator were provided

using to collision probability code CLUB

The results of the validation are as follows.

For 13.8 ppm boron and no adjusters, keff * 1.00091

I'or 11.99 ppm boron and adjusters fully inserted .keff • 0.999S2

It is thus observed that the error of calculation is 1.4 mk. which is about

11%. The reactivity worth could be assessed from the two situations by

simulating the reactor with 13.8 ppm boion and with adjusters as well as 11.99

ppm boron and no adjusters. It turns out that the reactivity worth with 13.8 ppm

boron ii 12.3 mk and with 11.99 ppm, it is 12.7 mk which is expected because less

amount of boron in the moderator would increase the worth of the adjuster rods.
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2.5 BOXER -3 A THREE DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL TRANSPORT CODE

FOR PHWR SUPERCELL

S.B.Degweker

In pressurised heavy water reactors (PHWR) the reactivity devices viz.

adjuster rods, shut off rods, boosters or liquid zone controllers are inserted

perpendicular to the fuel channels. The worths of these devices are estimated by

smearing the properties of these devices over a rectangular region containing

them, which constitutes one or several meshes in a subsequent three dimensional

diffusion theory calculation for the whole core. This smearing out is done by a

"supercell" calculation. A three dimensional integral trnasport theory code

BOXUR-3 has been developed . for this purpose. The code uses a combination

of the P.. and the I methods. (It uses mixed reactangular and cylindrical

coordinates and can therefore treat cylindrical fuel channels and reactivity

devices within a rectangular supercell). The transport equations in this method

can be written as

s j g (out) s . v i | i g p 8 + y ; s j 6 i i a ) v g (2)
xxx xti i T I Tn * xti xxi IQ QJ

The most difficult part of the method is the calculation of the various

collision probabilities. They are obtained by numerically evaluating the integrals

appearing in expression (4) to (7) given below

& • . J dA dC2 I exp (-a ) + exp (-(%J+T J-T J) -exp (-(r+x£ exp (-(T *.T MJ

(4)

J d A d O [ exp (-c ) -exp (-(T +T.))] . , .
1 \Oi

P • l _/dAdO[exp(-T)- exp(-(T+T>>
i ir S *
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Equation (1) - (3) are solved using the source iteration technique.

Convergence of the iterative scheme has been demonstrated. An option has been

included to replace the inner iterations within a subregion coupled by P..s by

matrix Inversion. Options are also included to perform direct one or two

dimensional calculations if the geometry requires it.

The code has been tested against exact results in slab, rectangular and

cylindrical geometries, it has been used for doing "supercell" calculations for the
(2)adjuster and shut off rods for the 500 MW reactor project.

References
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2.6 TAQUIL AND TRtVBNl COMPUTER CODES l'OR CORE ANALYSIS AND

FUEL MANAGEMENT FOR PHWRs

K.R.Srlnivasan

Many analyses arc done during design stage and later for core follow up

which require a proper simulation of the PHWR core. This has been achieved

with the development of two computer codes TAQUIL and TRIVENI. The detailed

theory of these two codes are given In Kef. 1. The former represents the core in

time average equilibrium situation while the latter simulates the core at any

given time. Some of the core studies to be undertaken during the design stage

are as follows:

a) Equilibrium core flux and power distribution and its optimisation with regard

to total power and burn up.

b) "Snap - shot" or instantaneous power distribution which takes into account a

limited number of channels being fuelled every day, reactivity devices

status etc. to obtain the deviation of this distribution from equilibrium case

and to determine the various peaking factors.

c) To perform spatial coherence analysis in determining locations of various

regional over power detectors.

d) To determine the burnup penalties for the various structural elements like

guide tubes, housings etc.

During the follow up stage, apart from Initial core loading, fuel scheduling

during approach to equilibrium, selection of channels for refuelling etc., have to

be determined.

The basic method in both the above codes Is the two group, three

dimensional diffusion theory using centre mesh finite difference method

formulated in DIMENTKI code. This code has been verified against benchmarks

for calcu'.ational accuracy and running costs . Various acceleration schemes

such as SOR during inner iteration, two parameter Che by she v source

extrapolation for the outer iterations etc. have been incorporated.

TAOUILS Code;

A l'HWR is said to be in equilibrium in a gross sense that number of

channels/bundles fuelled on any given day have reached an equilibrium. The core

power distribution is not in equilibrium since daily fuelling creates fluctuations

in the core. However over a period of time if these fluctuations are averaged out

we get a time averaged equilibrium or smooth or nominal or reference power
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distribution. TAQUIL evaluates this power distribution with two major options.

a) Homogeneous or continuous fuelling scheme

b) Multi bundle shifting - 8 or 10 bundles per channel being fuelled at any time.

The code can also handle a variation of the second scheme with certain

channels being fuelled with one type of shifting say 8 or 4 while certain others

with another type of shifting. The nuclear data for normal channels and

reactivity devices as changes In cross-sections are supplied as a function of

burnup in the form of tables. These are averaged for a given burn up at a bundle

position which in turn depends on the exit burnup and power distribution - thus

requiring an iterative scheme. The converged solutions give the equilibrium

power distribution, equilibrium burn up distribution and dwell times for the

channels.

TRIVENI Code

This code can be used to simulate the reactor for

a) core follow up

b) changes in power distribution due to movement of reactivity devices

c) snap-shot power distribution to estimate channel and bundle power peaking

factors (CPPF and BPPF)

d) generating perturbation modes for modal analysis for flux mapping systems.

The input for this code, apart from nuclear constants and core layouts, is

obtained from TAQUIL code as equilibrium power and burnup distributions.

The original version of this code has been used for itAPS and MAPS follow

up for a number of years. With the present modifications it has been tested,

especially for 500 -MWe PHWK, for some sample problems of calculating

snap-shot power distributions. This code has three fuelling options during

snap-shot calculations

a) the random age approximation

b) the patterned age approximation

c) simulation of the time history of the core (follow - up)

Further detailed analysis have to be done for validating the various options.

1. TAQUIL and TRIVBNI - Computer codes for Fuel Management of PHWRs,

K.K.Srlnivasan, Note No. PHWK 500 / PHY/ 18, Jan 1986

2. PHWK Benchmark Analysis with DIMBNTKI, THREHD and FKMINA,

K.Srivenkatesan et al, Note No. PHWK S00 / PHY/ 10 , June 19*5.
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2.7 XENON TRANSIENTS

Arvind Kumar

Xenon is a strong absorber of neutrons and its reactivity worth during steady

state operation of a typical PHWK is approximately 30 ink. It is mainly produced

in the reactor from iodine, the concentration of which is several times than that

of xenon. Any change in the power of the reactor causes a change in the

concentration! and hence reactivity worth of xenon as the concentration of

iodine remains more or less unchanges for quite some time. In order to face such

eventualities large PHWUs have been provided with adjusters and zone control

system. An Important transient which tests the efficiency of these control

devices to a good extent is reactor start up after shut down for a short duration.

The total available worth of adjusters decides the maximum time after which

reactor can be restarted. But the reactor cannot be brought to full power

immediately due to the presence of local flux peaks resulting from th:

withdrawal of adjusters and unfavourable xenon distribution. The time required

for the reactor to attain full power can be shortened appreciably! by Inserting

the adjusters Judiciously so as to minimize the local power peaks during the

transient. The program PBMXEN, has been modified to simulate this transient.

The simulation of adjusters and control rods has been implemented in the code

along with the zone control system. The adjusters can be inserted or withdrawn

in a specified sequence. Different adjuster banking schemes can be devised.

Some preliminary calculations have been carried out for the proposed 500 MWe

PHWR, with spatial control system assumed to be unavailable. A similar

transient calculation is being carried out for the 200 MWe PHWK. The effect of

spatial control system in suppressing the transient is also being investigated

presently.
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2.8 SPATIAL XKNON OSCILLATIONS IN LARGE PHWRs

Arvind Kumar

The problem of spatial xenon oscillations is Important for large PHWRs due

to neutronic decoupling) high thermal flux and the absence of any significant

negative power coefficient in these systems. The oscillations which are easily

initiated by any operational perturbation, give rise to the problem of controlling

the power distribution due to repositioning of hot spots in the core. A zonal

control system comprising of several control units containing light water

compartments and detectors are provided in the large PHWRs for the control of

xenon induced instabilities.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness and efficiency of the zonal control

system in suppressing the .xenon oscillations a 3 I) Code , FEMXEN, has been

developed. The code simulates xenon oscillation by using finite difference

method for neutron diffusion equation, while an analytical or Runge - Kutta

method is used for xenon and iodine equations. The code calculates percent

deviations in flux, xenon and iodine at various points. Apart from this, several

globle quantities of interest such as flux tilts in different coordinate directions

and zonal power deviations are also calculated at each time step. These

quantities help in the assessment of the severity of oscillations and in devising

appropriate remedial control actions. The code has been validated against

available results for a VHWR problem. The code can simulate the movement of

various reactivity devices such as zone control system and adjusters. The

movement of adjusters and control rods are actuated if the levels in zone control

compartments cross a certain specified limit.

The code can also search for criticality by changing water levels in all the

compartments simultaneously. Several simulations have been carried out for the

proposed 800 MWe reactor on the basis of parameters and cross-sections used in

design studies . It is found that the reactor is highly unstable in the first

azlmuthal mode. The oscillations in the first axial mode and second azlmutbal

modes are damped and subsides quickly without much assistance from zonal

control system. The unstable azimuthai mode can also be controlled within a

cycle by making several control actions continuously. Shown in Fig. 2.8.1 is the

variation In the deviation of zonal power for a refuelling perturbation. It can be

seen thai the oscillations are easily controlled with the help of zonal control

system. .
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It is also found that the reactor Is unstable against xenon oscillations even

when it operates at 200 MWe, the threshold for instability being at a little lower

than this.

The code can also calculate the higher lambda modes of the system. The

growth factor and period of the oscillations have also been estimated by

assuming the deviations in flux and xenon to be proportional to the first

azimuthal mode. The results obtained are quite comparable to those from direct

3 U simulations.

References:

1. Arvind Kumar and R.Srlvenkatesan, Spatial Xenon Oscillations in Large

PHWRs, Note No. Th.PD/308, July 1985.
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2.9 SPATIAL COHERENCE ANALYSIS VOK DETERMINING THE SUITABLE
POSITIONS FOR REGIONAL OVER POWER TRIP SYSTEM

DETECTORS IN LARGE PHWRs

P. Mohanakrishnan

1. Introduction

The Regional Over Power (ROP) trip system in large sized PHWRs consists
of « grid of self powered detectors with amplifiers and proper trip logic . Two
separate grid of detectors are used to activate the two separate shutdown
systems. These detectors should be located at such locations as to provide
protection by activating the shut down systems before any channel reaches its
critical power.

The postulated incident which forms the design basis of ROP system is an
arbitrary slow increase of power. The flux shape existing in the core just before
the occurance of the slow power transient affects both the maximum channel
power reached during the transient and ability of the detectors to detect the flux
increases. Thus in design of the ROP system, all possible flux shapes which can
exist in the reactor with all possible normal manoeuvering of control devices are
considered.

2. Selection of Detector Locations

If the change in flux at a detector location in a transient is less than the
maximum channel power change, then the trip set point will have to be quite low
at that detector location. This will lead to smaller operating margin and
consequent spurious reactor trips. If at another detector location, the flux
change is much larger than the maximum channel power change, then the trip set
point will have to be too high there, thus leaving transients from other possible
flux shapes unprotected. Many more detectors will then be required to protect
all possible operating flux shapes. Thus for optimum use of detectors, they have
to be located in those core regions where there is large spatial coherence
between changes in neutron flux and maximum channel power.

A computer program SPACOH has been written to process different thermal
flux ( 4> ) shapes (or equivalently bundle powers) resulting from normal
manoeuvering of reactivity devices and compare with nominal flux distribution.
This program finds the locations where 6 d> / $ « 8 p / p , (p represents

III ft X III AX

the channel power) and indexes in them. These coherence indices
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are built up and stored for all regions of the reactor as and when new flux shapes

become available. Calandrla penetrations for detectors and detector locations

are then fixed mainly in the regions where coherence indices are high. A few flux

shapes for different zone controller levels and withdrawals of first bank of
(21

adjusters were obtained using the code TRIVENI .

References

1. l'rescura G.M, Reactor Physics Aspects of CANDU Accident Analysis ,

ICTP , Trieste (1982)

2. Srinivasan K.R., TAQUILS and TRIVENI Fuel Management Codes for PHWRs
(1986).
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2.10 GENERATION OF HIGHER HARMONICS FOR MODAL METHOD

A.K.Kulkarai

The 500 MW PHWR will be provided with an on line flux mapping system. This

system produces detailed flux and 'aannel power distribution, based on in core self

powered vanadium flux detectors. The technique of flux mapping essentially consists

of a synthesis of flux distribution from a pre-selected set of modes. The amplitude of

various modes are obtained by least square fitting of fluxes measured by vanadium

lncore detectors. The modes consist of a fundamental and several higher order modes

plus a set of purturbation modes. The latter are flux distribution for variety of

normal operating conditions that may occur in an operating reactor, such as "all

adjusters are not fully inserted)" etc.

The fundamental mode is Identically the flux shape from the time averaged

calculation; and the higher harmonic are computed using the same mesh cross

sections as the fundamental. Usual method to calculate higher harmonics is normal

iteration scheme with periodic removal of components of previously calculated lower

harmonics.

In such a case, higher harmonics are difficult to converge. Hence we developed

another method to calculate the higher harmonics. Final 3 dimensional higher

harmonics are obtained in 3 stages which are explained below. First the basic

principle is explained and then the 3 stages are outlined.

The diffusion equation in operator form can be written as

(1)

with <t> being the flux, satisfies the boundary condition that it vanishes at the

boundary i.e <l> (r ) - 0 . The method proceeds as follows.

The flux is expanded in terms of the basis, which form a complete set. The basis

are chosen in such a way that they satisfy the boundary condition.

<" M » I « n * n (2)

The summation is terminated after finite number of terms for numerical

lmplimentation of method.
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Defining

and (3)

F am- J vV r ) S V n ( r ) d r

equation (1) reduced to a matrix eigenvalue equation which is solved for eigenvalue

and eigen vector.

A a - UA.) Fa (4)

Having explained the basis of the method, the three stapes, to obtain actual 3

dimensional harmonics, depend upon which basis set are chosen to expand the actual

flux.

1) First Stage

At the first stage the basis is taken to be Helmholtz modes. Radially they are

fiessel function and axially they are Sin / Cos functions. The actual basis set is the

product of radial and axial functions

J^cqR) |*Cos (pjZ)1 (Cos (l<t> + 6)1
+6)j

In order to solve the problem, the harmonics are generated by assuming firstly

that reactor Is homogeneous axially and is having as many radial zones as in

actual case and an axially the reactor is assumed to be homogeneous - and

procedure explained above is applied to get set of one dimensional radial modes

which will be of the form

Secondly the reactor is assumed to be radially homogeneous and having

axially as many zones as in actual case and harmonics generate., oy procedure

explained above. Axial modes will be having the form
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Cos i

This we call as set of one dimensional (in cylindrical, slab geometry)

harmonics of multizone reactor with reflector, having determined these modes,

stage one of the calculation finishes

2) Second Stage

At this stage, the basis takes, are product of radial and axial modes and

reactor is to be taken azimuthally homogeneous but radially and axially as many

zones as in actual case. The modes are approximate and are of the form

*N ( *Ri W

These modes are approximate modes because in actual case reactor is not

azimuthally homogeneous due to presence of zone controllers.

The procedure explained at the begining is applied to get these approximate

modes.

3. Third Stage

Stage III is called as purification procedure. Stage I and Stage n are applied

in cylindrical geometry but in stage IH x-y-z geometry is considered.

The approximate modes generated by stage II, transformed in x,y,z

geometry are taken as basis for expansion of actual 3 dimensional fluxes. The

procedure will be same to evaluate modes of actual reactor ie forming matrix

element of A and F matrices and solve the matrix eigenvalue problem.

Above procedure is explained for one group treatment for simpliflcity. But

with slight modification, it can be extended over to two group treatment.

Right now development upto Stage II is complete. Here in the table given

below are some of the approximate modes and their eigen values of higher

harmonics for, all adjusters in and no zone controllers, case obtained for 500 MW

PHWR.
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No

1

2

3

4

5

Mode

Fundamental

1st Azimuthal

1 st Axial

1st Azimuthal x 1st axial

2 nd Azimuthal

Eigenvalue

1.000418

0.98668

0.98373

0.96553

0.96439

The fundamental eigen value calculated above (1.000418) matches with

detailed 3-D simulation of problem (1.000456). This gives confidence in the

method. However, the flux shape and other higher harmonics are not compared in

this comparison. This will be taken in future
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2.11 3 - D SPACE - TIME KINETICS ANALYSIS FOR PHWRs

H.P.Gupta and V.K.Jain

The dimensions of large PHWK are relatively large leading to a

neutronically decoupled core. The flux distribution in these reactors is flattened

axially and radially to maximise power output without exceeding operating limits

on the channel power. This further enhances neutronic decoupling of core

regions. The hypothetical sudden rupture of a coolant pipe during the course of a

loss of coolant accident (LOCA) will result in highly distorted flux shapes in

these decoupled cores. This Is due to the fact that the coolant circuit is divided

into two separate loops, therefore the break in one of the loop will result In

voiding of half of the core. Further two independent shut down systems are used

in these reactors. The first system consists of a number of mechanical absorber

rods while the second consists of a number of horizontally oriented nozzles

through which a soluble poison is injected into the moderator. Both these systems

will produce strong neutron flux distortions during their action following a LOCA.

Furthermore, in the modelling of LOCA, the two most effective shut off

loris or the poison injection nozzles are assumed unavailable for conservatism.

This results In an asymmetric insertion of reactivity, since two missing shut off

rods are adjacent to one another. Neutronic decoupling increases the worth of

these missing pair of shut off rods. The reactivity transient following a LOCA

are super delayed critical due to the combined effect of positive reactivity

insertion due to coolant voiding and negative reactivity provided by the shut

down system. These transients will be affected by the delayed neutron source

distribution. Its effect is to retard the establishment of the asymptotic flux

shape following the initial perturbation. This may change the prediction of

reactivity worth of the shutdown devices.

Due to all these factors, the results obtained by using simple models like

point kinetics for this type of transient could be grossly in error. Therefore, a

detailed 3 - dimensional space-time kinetics model which can take all the above

mentioned effects accurately into account is necessary for the accurate

modelling of reactivity transients following a LOCA in PHWK. For this purpose a

3-1) model, "3D - VAST" was developed, which can solve the time-dependent

neutron diffusion equations in l - , 2 - or 3 - dimensions using either adlabatlc or

improved quasistatic UQS) method. In both adiabatic and IQS method the neutron

flux <J> (r, t) is written as a product of shape function ty (r , t) and
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amplitude factor n(t). In these methods it is assumed that shape function is

weakly varying function of time while amplitude factor is strongly time

dependent. The time domain is divided into fairly coarse macro - interval which

are further subdivided into a number of micro - intervals. The shape function is

calculated at the end of macro - interval while amplitude factor is obtained at

the end of each micro - Interval.

The model 3D - FAST has been used to analyse various benchmark problems

and the results obtained by this model are in good agreement with those obtained

elsewhere. The model has now heen used to analyse a 31} - VHVJR benchmark

which is a 3 - dimensional simulation of a half core voiding due to a loss of

coolant accident (LOCA) in a VHWK. The negative reactivity is introduced in the

system due to an asymmetric insertion of reactivity devices. The geometry,

nuclear data and reactivity perturbation are given in ref. 2. The variation of

relative average power density as a function of time were obtained by the model

3 D - FAST both by IQS and adiabatic methods. These results were compared

with those obtained by Canadian computer model CBRKIN based on IQS

method. It was found that the two IQS results are in very close agreement while

the results of the adiabatic method are over - predictive.

References:

i) Judd K.A. and Kouben B., AECL - 7236 (1981)

11) V.K.Jain and H.P.Gupta, "Analysis of super delayed - critical transient in

thermal reactors using 2 and 3-dimensional adiabatic and improved

quasistatic models". To appear in Annals of Nuclear Energy.
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2.12 A NEW FINITE ELEMENT METHOD FOR 3D REACTOR TRANSIENTS

V.;agannathan

A finite clement code called 1'INTRAN has been developed to analyse

reactor core transients in multidlmensions by multlgroup diffusion theory. We

invoke the ideas of new l'B formulations for evaluating the mass and stiffness

matrices by numerical quadratures. This facilitates the application of the

alternating direction explicit algorithm which is found to be quite fast and stable

when frequency transformation is used for fluxes. Preliminary results of some

model problems indicate the present method to be very reliable for 3D transient

analyses.

Finite element (VU) discretisation of the multigroup diffusion equation is

known to result in a relatively few number of unknowns for a multidimensional

reactor core analysis. The advantage over a finite difference (VD) discretisation

is at least partially offset by the dense coupling of the unknowns. New FE

representations based on numerical integration at Gauss points enable decoupling

of many nodal variables.l~* The new Gauss-quadrature schemes are shown to

exhibit good convergence behaviour if numerical quadrature is of order 2k-2, k

being the polynomial order.1 The new VE formulation offers much ease in

programming and substantial reduction in computational time. Vox transient

situation the benefit is manifold. I1 or applying some of the most efficient time

integration algorithms, viz., alternating direction Implicit/explicit (ADI/ADE)*"*

schemes, the new l'B formulation is better suited. 1 0 ' 1 3 The reason is that the

capacity matrix of the time derivative is rendered diagonal and hence is easily

inverted. Further for stability of the ADE algorithm the system matrix must be

negative definite. This condition is fulfilled for arbitrary mesh size and material

properties when near cubical or right prismatic type elements are considered.

The ADE method, however, requires the frequency transformation*"* of the flux

variable in order to limit the truncation error due to temporal differencing.

In this paper we describe briefly the code FINTKAN based on the new PB

formulation and ADE technique. Preliminary results of ID and 3D transient

problems without feedback are also presented.
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The time dependent neutron diffusion equation for energy group 'g' is given

by,

1 f * f ) (r ?(r,t> - Er <r,t> <b <?,« + _ £ U-B) I vE f .5,t> <b ,(r,t
g r g g K g'»l t g g

e L g . 1,2 G (1)
g ^g x

The precursor concentration balance equation is given by,

!5Jr > l ) = - \ Cv(r,t) + _£k £ wE-,(r,t) 4> (r.t)
3t K K \ g=l I g g k = 1,2 K (2)

Here, v , D .E , »E- f X and xfc are respectively the neutron speed, diffusion8 g rg ig g *g
coefficient, removal, u-tlmes fission cross sections, prompt and delayed fission

spectrum fractions for group g. E , is scattering transfer from group g1 to g.

X Is the eigenvalue of the Initial steady state. \ . , 0. are decay constant and

delayed neutron fraction for kth precursor. Appropriate boundary and Initial

conditions *re specified for <b and C..
6 *

The neutron flux is Approximated **,

V ? , » » E . P c ( ? ) * g f e ( t ) . l P e ( ? ) U j « mtM m

e e

and similar approximation is made for C. (r,t)

Here P is a vector of known Lagrange polynomials and is of order M , M
™~e e c

being number of nodes of element 'e'. JT is * Boolean transformation matrix1'

which is used to pick up the unknown nodal flux vector <b of element 'e' from
B>*

the global flux vector <b of order N, N being the total number of global

unknowns.

Substituting the l'B approximation of eq.tt) in eq.(l), weighting with J.̂  P e

and Integrating over the whole solution domain, we get,
d$

-T * B A + P (4)
" dt

where,
T is Dlag 1 1 4 , Ta TG ] j <b. is Col I ̂ , <fe2 ..... $ G ]
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B is GXG block matrix Bg g . j V is Col I P l t P2 PG 1

(6)

The matrix T is

(9)

The matrices R > JL> *»d § . are defined in a similar manner with

appropriate cross sections £ , u£, and £ ,_, . The mass and stiffness matrices

H and G are defined as,

H = I P. VXdv (10)*c v ê "*ec

6 >r 7 P . V PTdv (11)»e v^ - c -ec
H is surface integral defined similar to H . F ^ is neutron current to flux«iS e g»e
ratio specified on the external boundary.

We use in FINTKAN code quadrature integration scheme for evaluating

where n is the number of quadrature points and w.'s are the weights for such

points. The quadrature points are taken same as nodes of the element so that

owing to the Lagrange property of the basis functions the mass matrix if

rendered diagonal. This is normally referred to as lumped mass matrix.

Consequently all the matrices T , R , V and § , are diagonal.
O O O D O

The stiffness matrix G is also evaluated by reduced integration technique

for two and three dimensional rectangular elements. Actually they reduce to

sum of tensoriai products of ID stiffness matrix and ID lumped
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rnass matrix for 20 rectangular element. I1 or 3D box element the idea is easily

extensible. The final result is that the coulping exists only between nodes which

have same x,y or z coordinates.

Triangular elements pose some problems for lumping of mass matrices, since

the weights of the. corner nodes turn out to be ssero for ouadratic elements and

negative for cubic elements. Heuristic remedies are suggested in Kef. 12 and we

have incorporated the same. The stiffness matrix Is not simplified for 2D

triangular elements.

The VU discretized equation of T f̂t.) is.

dt * " * X g s B " g

We apply frequency transformation to the discretized flux distribution

4!_<«".

nt
<>g(t) = e = * g ( t ) (14)

where Q is Diag [<•>,« >...iO>>. ]

Bq.(13) can be analytically Integrated assuming E _ t to be constant during an

integration step At . 1 4 The itb component of Dj.(t) is given by

-X. At 0. -to,+Xk)At
Ti.,(t)=e * n..(t-At)+ ( 1 - « )>'y <|>(t) (15)

X « j tX k g * g " 8

Eq.Clb) is used to update the precursor concentrations for t > 0 and is substituted

in eq.C/) to find P.

The flux equation (4) is solved by alternating direction explicit method.*

Using cq.(14) in eq.(4), we can write,

d* -Ot Ot
I = e * I ( X-O) e " * + S ] (16)

dt

where X - T"1 B and S - J~* V.
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We split the matrix (X-Q) as,

X - 1) « X + X = X + X (17)
- — —1 —2 ~ 3 —4

where X contains all the lower matrix blocks X ,, lower triangular part of

X , with full diagonal elements and -O. X contains the balance. X is similar

to X with the only difference that it now contains upper triangular part of X
with full diagonal elements and X is the balance. The step At is split into two

halves. In the. first half the splitting X and X are used while in the second half

X and X are used. X and X are considered explicitly, while X and X are

considered implicitly. This scheme of splitting is known as non-symmetric Al)£,

since the solution proceeds always from fast to thermal groups. This scheme has

been found to be superior to the symmetric splitting where t'b.e groups are swept

in reverse order in the second half of the time step. The matrix inverse operation

Eor the implicit parts are simply forward elimination or backward substitution.

1'or 3D problems the solution proceeds from bottom plane to top plane in the

first half step while it is from top plane to bottom one in the second half.

The code 1'INTRAN is coupled with the stationary version WNBRC." It can

handle problems in all dimensions upto three in Cartesian geometry and r-, r-sc

problems In cylindrical geometry. Polynomial orders upto cubic can be

considered. Mixture of rectangular and triangular elements can be used in radial

plane. Several test problems have been analysed with FINTKAN code. We present

here the results of two model problems, one in 2D and another in 3D.

Two-D Problem (see Ref.8)

This is a bare homogeneous square of side length 200cm with two neutron

groups and one precursor group. Boundary conditions are homogeneous Dlrlchlet

on all four sides. The perturbation is caused by a uniform step decrease in the

thermal group absorption cross section of 3.69X10"5 cm*1.

20cm mesh size and linear polynomial were used in each direction. Relative

thermal flux at the centre of the core is given in Table 1. The results are almost

same for At- 2ms, Ims, 0.5ms and are comparable with other published results1*

also given in Table 1.

Three-D Problem (see Ref.9)

This problem is an extension of the above 2D problem to 3D. A bare

homogeneous cube, 2t)0cm on a side, with two neutron groups and one precursor
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group is considered. Ten meshes and linear polynomial were used in each

direction. Diagonal symmetry is considered in the radial plane and hence

triangular elements appear along the diagonal symmetry. Boundary conditions

and the perturbation mode were similar to that of 2D problem.

Relative thermal flux at the centre of the core is given in Table 2. The

results of At=2m3 and lms are given and are compared with I'D results of

3DK1N9 and the l'K-synthesis results of 1'BSTRAN code1*. It is seen that the

comparison is not as good as the one for 2D problem. We surmise that use of

triangular elements leads to the small difference In the results at the start of

the transient.

The code FINTRAN can be used for 3D transient analyses at resonably low

computational cost. Preliminary results of the model problems are encouraging.

More complicated problems are. being analysed. It is our contention that only the

use of reduced quadrature integration schemes make 1'IiM competitive with

other fast nodal methods developed In reactor physics field. Efforts are

underway to assess the overall efficiency, i.e., accuracy and speed of the new Fli

method for non-model problems.
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Table 1 •• 2D Bare Homogeneous Problem

t

sec

0.00
0.08
0.16
0.24
0.32
0.40

Cl' time on
ND-570 (s)

AU2ms

1.000
1.593
2.109
2.55i>
2.943
3.284

15

Relative thermal flux at centre (100

ITNTKAN

At-lms

1.000
1.594
2.108
2.563
2.941
3.282

At-O.Sms

1.000
1.595
2.108
2.552
2.940
3.281

43

VKSTRA

AUlms

1.000
1.594
2.106
2.549
2.935
3.2/6

17

,100)

M* l'KMTNA*

A t e l m s

1.000
1.592
2.103
2.546
2.932
3.272

—

* Reference 16 + Reference 17

Table 2 - 3D Bare Homogeneous Problem

t.

sec
0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.30
0.40

CP time

Relative thermal

van: RAH

At=2 tns AU
1.000
1.308
1.690
2.028
2.327
2.835
3.251

on ND-570 65
sec

flux at

1 ms
1.000
1.366
1.717
7..033
2.318
2.810
3.220

118

centre (100,100

PESTKAN*

At=l ms
1.000
1.380
1.723
2.033
2.313
2.799
3.205

38

,100)

3DKUJ*

At=l ms
1.000
1.377
1.724
2.034
2.316
2.805
3.213

_

• Reference 16
t Reference 9
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3. PHYSICS DBSIttN Oi' NARORA RBACTOHS

3.1 PHYSICS DBSIGN CALCULATIONS VOV. NARORA

H.C.Hurla , K.R.Srinlvasan «nd R.Srlvenkatesan

2 2-element clusters were envisaged to be used in reactors at Narora Atomic
Powere Project. Safety related parameters for this design were calculated using the old
code system consisting of DUMI.AC and DIMliNTRl. With the object of reevaluating the
same through the new codes, 22 - rod cluster calculations were carried out using the
code CLIMAX. These included

a) Lattice parameters at cold clean, hot standby and hot operating conditions with
and without boron in the moderator

b) Fuel temperature coefficient as a function of burnup, and

c) Void co-efficient as a function of burnup.
Lattice properties so generated (for both natural and depleted UO, fuel) were used

in the three dimensional core simulations by the code XAQCJIL to ascertain the exact
criticality conditions.

Another problem connected with NAVP physics design was whether boron could be
replaced by gadoUmium as burnable absorber. Rates of buru^p of gadolinium were
simulated through the code CLIMAX. Since gadolinium burns out faster, it was observed
that a combination of boron and gadolinium would be desirable for xenon override
problem. The worth of gadolinium was, however, over three times that of boron.

With the NPH decision of reverting to 19 - rod cluster, further work on 22 - rod
cluster analysis has been stopped.
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3.2 BANKING OF THE SECONDARY SHUTDOWN SYSTEM 01' NAPP

It.Srivenkatesan, S.U.Kamat & H.D.Purandare

The secondary shut down system In the Xarora Atomic Power Project

comprises of liquid poison tubes (LPT) . These are twelve in number and located

in four planes which are perpendicular to the reactor axis and are at distances 20

and 40 cms on each side of the mid vertical plane perpendicular to the axis. It is

desired to arrange these rods in banks when being withdrawn. A study was

carried our on the problem of banking of these rods

The criteria applied for banking were that there would be four banks and

each bank would have a rod from three groups of left, central and right side rods.

This banking arrangement was intended to have approximately the same

reactivity worth for each of the banks.

These calculations were carried out using the three dimensional computer

code TAQUiL wherein the absorbers are represented by assigning an extra

thermal absorption cross section A 2! to a mesh point superposed on that of

the normal celt £ at that point without the absorbers. The normal practice of

simulating the absorbers by smearing the absorption cross section over one

bundle length viz. 49.6 cms as depicted In Figure 3.2.1 had to be revised in view

of the small distance 20 cms and 40 cms of the planes of the LPT from the mid

plane and the absorption was smeared over half a bundle length as shown in

l'igure 3.2.2.
(2)The earlier calculations for the reactivity worth of all the rods with the

three dimensional r.ode WHI11LAWAY had given a value of 38 mk. The A L" t h

for the above two schemes was adjusted to give the total reactivity worth to be

38 mk. The reactivity worths of the banks In the two schemes were then studied.

The banking scheme is shown In Table 1 and the worths of combination of

presence and absence of various banks are given in Table II. The salient features

of the calculations are summarised as follows

1) The choice of the volume over which to smear the absorber is important

2) Volume weighting of the absorption cross section is not correct

3) The reactivity worths individually and collectively are affected by

shadowing and antishadowing effects

4) The banking system which has been arrived at seems adequate.
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Banking o

Bl

B2

B3

B4

Table 1
f the Liquid Poison Tubes

:L1,L6,L9

:L2,L7,L10

:L3,L8,L11

:L4,L5,L12

Table U

Missing Bank Worths

Bank/s

missing

1

2

3

4

1<2

It3

U 4

2 + 3

2+4

3+4

2+3+4

1+3+4

1+2+4

1+2+3

Worth in ink

Scheme 1

34.1

33.8

34.1

33.7

27.4

27.9

26.6

26.7

28.0

27.4

16.6

16.5
16.8

16.5

Scheme. 2

32.3

32.1

32.2

32.1

24.1

24.1

23.7

23.6

24.0

24.1

13.0

13.3

13.2
13.3

The last 4 cases also correspond to when only Bank 1/2/3/4 Is present.
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3.3 PROPOSED USE 01' ThO, BUNDLES INNAPP
it

H.C.Hurla

[I is planned to use ThO,. bundles in NAPP reactors in place of depleted UO.
bundles for initial flux flattening. The. lattice properties of thorium bearing fuel
bundles have therefore to be obtained at all possible conditions for the above
studies. This will necessitate the generation of resonance cross- sections of
thorium at high temperatures. However, the relevant burnup equations for the

thorium chain have already been incorporated into the code CLIMAX. The earlier
233analysis of the recommended benchmarks consisting of (3 W% UO. - 97 W %

232
ThO. ) fuel were confined to room temperature measurements only. The

results had yielded reasonably accurate reactivity predictions but some
discrepancies were noticed in the comparison of relative reaction rates, which
could be attributed to the exponential nature of the said experiments.
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3.4 USE OF THORIUM OXIDE BUNDLES tfOU INITIAL CORE

LOADING OV NARORA REACTOR

M.Lakshmi and A.N.Nakra

Studies related to use. of thorium oxide bundles vis-a-vis depleted uranium in

NAPP reactor for initial loading of the core have been done in order to obtain initial

flux flattening and thereby higher power to begin with.

for these studies pure thorium oxide bundles identical to natural uranium oxide

bundles of 19 elements with respect to geometry and dimensions were considered.

The density of ThO, was taken to be 9.33 gm/cc whereas density of UO, is 10.6

gm/cc. Instantaneous values of the lattice parameters as a function of burnup for

natural UO, and ThO, clusters, were obtained using the lattice code DUMLAC.

Thorium oxide bundles were loaded in the central region of NAPP core in such a

way that the central channels had one bundle per channel to have symmetry as well

as desired flux flattening. A large number of patterns with different number of

thorium bundles, varying from 40 to 80 placed in different channels in order to have

an optimised loading pattern, were studied. These studies are somewhat different

from what were done earlier for MAPP- 2. The difference comes mainly from (i) the

extension of the flattened zone in NAPP core and (ii) the comparison of channel

powers with that of flow matched for total power of 722 MWt in MAPP- 2.

Simulations were made for the channel power distributions for all the patterns

using the code TRIVKNI. These power distributions were compared with those

obtained with 666 depleted fuel bundles having 0.64 wt. percent U-236. It was found

that for the same total power 754 MWt of the NAPP core, the channel powers in

some of the channels with thorium oxide cases were higher by 10 to IS percent than

the values attainable with depleted fuel, depending on the pattern of loading of

thorium fuel. The power distribution with depleted fuel loading is very close to the

flow matched power distribution. Therefore to get a comparable power distribution

with flow matched power distribution for thorium loading the total power of the

reactor has to be reduced by 10 to IS percent for thorium cases.

A pattern having loading of 58 thorium oxide bundles was selected among these

patterns, because in this case less number of channels were having deviation of
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aboul 10 percent. Follow - up studies of this case were done. The results at each

effective full power days (EVPD) were, compared with those of the corresponding

data with 656 depleted fuel bundle loading. These results are shown In the Table-1.

Table.-!
Comparison of Follow-up Studies of ThO, and Depleted

l-'uel Bundles in NAPP Core

Total Power of the Core=7S4 MWt.

Maximum Bundle Power=420 ]cW

KFPD

0.0

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

SO.O

60.0

/O.O

80.0

90.0

100.0*

Power obtained in percent of total power

656 depleted fuel bundles

having 0.64 wt. % U-235

96.19

98.03

96.24

94.51

92.66

92.30

92.68

94.22

96.69

99.43

102.63*

58 ThO2bundles

90.21

88.38

87.14

87.16

87.37

88.26

90.54

93.48

96.29

99.20

102.79*

* At this stage total power has to be reduced to 100 96.

Prom this table, it is observed that there is a difference of about 10 percent

in total operating power Initially up to 30 El'PD of operation. This means that

initial thorium loading in the core would give total power less by about 10 96

than the depleted uranium loading up to 30 El'PD at least. Thereafter, the

difference goes on decreasing due to formation of fissile material U-233 and at

60 EFPD, it is about 2 percent. At about 80 EPPD the reactor power matches in

the. two cases, (t Is worthwhile to mention that worths of primary and secondary

safety systems have to be estimated In the presence of thorium loading. These

worths may become less because of depression of flux near the thorium bundles.
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4. RKACTOR PHYSICS OV RAPS

4.) COMPARISON OV THE COMPUTER CODES KASP AND TRIVliNI AS

USED FOR FUBL MANAGEMENT OV RAPS REACTORS

H.D.Purandare

The computer code FASP (l'uel Accounting and Scheduling Program)

which is of Canadian origin was being used for the reactor follow up for the two

units of the Rajasthan Atomic Power Station. When l'ASP was non operational,

another code TR1VENI which was written already in Theroretical Reactor

Physics Section, was developed to take up the Job of regularly following up the

reactor operation and provide the site reactor physicists with the data needed

for the fuel scheduling operation. The code TKIVHN1 has followed up the reactor

operation of both the units and hence there is a considerable overlap of
(2)

experience of using these codes. A comparision of this experience was made

to propose TRIVT.NI substituting l'ASP.

For both the codes, the central part of two group flux calculation is based

upon two group diffusion theory. The lattice parameters used for the actual

follow up, however were different. In 1!ASP simulation, POWDER PUI'S

parameters as a function of bum up were used whereas for RAPS second unit

DUMLAC parameters ( 3 ) were used In TRIVBNI. The tables of production of

Plutonium isotopes, likewise! were different in the two Simula'ions.

The simulation of adjusters was mote detailed in TRIVliNI when the second

unit was followed up in that the position of the adjusters at all the locations was

simulated whereas in PASP, the corner adjusters were assumed to be fully

inserted and the insertion of the central adjusters was averaged.

The results compared were for initial operation of RAPS H, follow up of

RAPS 1 upto about 400 VVlh simulation of RAPS I when equilibrium wai reached

and burn up of discharged bundles in RAPS II.

The conclusions reached after the comparision are:

1) When the same lattice parameters are used, as in RAPS-I, reactivity and

powers agree better, the reactivity difference is within one mk for majority

of the cases and the power difference within five percent. The differences

larger than this can be explained by the difference in the model of adjuster

simulations.
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2) The burnup values of discharge bundles agree very well when the fuel was

natural uranium and the fuel bundles were away from the adjuster nodes.

The cases of larger differences can be explained by differences in lattice

parameters and plutonium production tables.
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5. REACTOR PHYSICS OP LIGHT WATER RliACTORS

5.1 TAPS I'UUL MANAGEMENT

U.P.Burte, V.Jagannathan , P.Mohanakrishnan , K.R.Srlnivasan and S.U.Vaidya

TAPS l'uel Management Service (Tl'MS) has a long tradition of being

responsive, responsible, punctual and inventive in the face of difficulties of

various kinds faced by TAPS. I'or example, it has responded to fuel shortage by

bringing forth Low Leakage Loading (LLL) patterns which have come to stay in

this field. It has catered to the problems like orifice removal and grapple

orientation constraint and thus minimized the plant down-time as well as

man-rerns on this account. Tl'MS has thus been a contlneously self renewing

enterprize with foresight and development as its halmarks. As an example, 7x7

fuel which is now being implimented was proposed in order to reduce the thermal

shocks and ease the heat rating of fuel. In spite of c iiuge amount of experience

with BWR's the world over, there still have been some nagging problems at TAPS

as well as in other BWR's in the world. One of them is that of fast periods at

criticality due to high incrlinental control notch worth and it is related to safety

problem. The total worth of a single control rod is also required to be less than a

certain value (1.3 mk) .

The worth depends mainly upon two things

1) Control rod withdrawal sequence prescription, and

2) Reload pattern.

GK has put in some effort In the prescription of withdrawal sequences and

has suggested new grouping of control rods (13PWS and RNWP - 1, RNWP - 2).

However, their effort firstly is aimed at large BWR's and secondly it has

completely Ignored the role of reload pattern.

l'or small BWR's like those at TAPS the recommendations of GE cannot be

applied as such. This we have proved and is also the experience of TAPS. We

have suggested modifications to the new prescription .

Apart from this we have recognised and chosen the latter line also to tackle

the problem of high notch worth.

A new concept named Sector Symmetric Core (SSC) concept is proposed and

It is shown that the use of this concept for constituting reload patterns can

almost completely eliminate the problem of fast periods. SSC has several other

core and fuel safety characterlstecs such as higher shut down margin and
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ease. SSC is much less likely to face the problem of fast periods at any stage of

core burnup with any sequence of control rods and with either old or new

grouping of control rods suggested by Gli. (It looks very likely that the statement

would be true irrespective of the size of the core also). It is also shown that all

these advantages do not Impose any penalty in whatever form , either on cycle

energy or any such things. It has been decided that this concept will be utilised

tor refuelling of the 11th cycle of TAPS Unit - 2, making it the first BWR core

in the world, which will almost eliminate the possibility of fast periods at

critic ality.

The essential idea of SSC is that it affords a checker board type pattern

alternating in fresh and exposed bundles regourously. (The LLL principle is an

independent concept and can be advisably used in conduction with SSC). The

traditional cores are quadrant symmetric cores (QSC) the axes of symmetry

passmg through the centre of the core between the "arrays'" and "columns" of

bundles. This loads the neighbouring locations across the axes of symmetry with

similar bundles or causes "pairing". Pairing of fresh bundles cannot be allowed in

the central part of the core in view of their power at EOC or the Haling power

peaking. Thus fresh bundles and along with them, Gd is radially clustered. This

clustering is suspected to be the cause of high notch worth in the high flux area

without Gd at BOC and later on when the Gd burns out, in the region clustered

with fresh bundles. This pairing and clustering is avoided in SSC by choslng

diagonal axes ( at 45 ° w.r.l old axes) through the centre of the core as axes of

symmetry.

The necessary modifications in the HEl'UEL routine of COMETG were done

to constitute the core with Sector Symmetric core concept.

Since the bundle wise quadrant symmetry does not exit in SSC, it was

necessary to calculate powers of even unmonltored bundles. It was shown that

powers at TIP locations are quadrant symmetric, l'rom this assumptions powers

iii unraonitored bundles can be calculated using conversion factors CC & 'J' )

appropriate to individual fuel nodes. This procedure is being Incorporated in

TIl'ANS routine.
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6.2 CRITICALITY OV DRY SPENT VUBL STORAGE CASK

I'OR TAKAPUR 1'UliL

l'.Mohanakrishnan , V. Jagannathan and K.R.Srinlvasan

1. Introduction

Presently discharged Euel from tarapur reactors is being stored in water

filled pools in the reactor building at TAPS. Their capacity had been augmented

by putting higher density storage racks. It is planned to construct a storage pool

away from reactor. Till that pool Is ready, for interim storage four casks are

planned to be constructed for dry storage of 148 (4x3'/) fuel assemblies.

Development Consultants (Pvt.) Ltd., Consulting Engineers for M/s Variety

Engineers (Pvt) Ltd., Baroda has prepared a design for these casks. This new

design envisages dry storage of 37 fuel assemblies In cask made mainly of lead

and each fuel assembly covered by a SS container.

2. Criticallty and Safety Considerations

J'or fuel storage rack/cask design, the accepted limits on multiplication

factor is 0.90 In normal condition and 0.9S for accidental conditions. The cask is

planned to be loaded with water, then water Is to be drained and the cask is to be

stored horizontally.

Thus in the usual storage condition, the cask will be filled by moist air. It

has been estimated that fuel rod outer temperature will be 14b ° C and cask

outside temperature will be 7S ° C. Thus a possibility exist that is the event of

accidental Ingress of water into the cask, a mixture of steam water and air can

exist Inside the cask. The same situation can occur while draining the water from

the cask after loading the fuel assemblies. If the draining of water is stopped

accidentally (due to say a block in the water outlet) the remaining water may

boil slowly.

3- Analysis and Conclusions

First, fuel at zero burnup without burnable poison was considered. Assembly

infinite multiplication factors were calculated for various water densities

corresponding to different mixtures of water and steam. Taking into account the

affect of manufacturing tola ranees and calculations! uncertainty, it was found

that stainless steel cover thickness has to be greater than 0.4 cm for assuring
(2)that the co3k will be safe under all conditions .



Conslderlng that the casks are only for interim storage till the away from

reactor pool is ready, the hurnup of fuel assemblies which can be safely loaded

into a cask with stainless steel container thickness of only 0.32 cm was found to

be greater than 13,000 MWD / S t ( 3 ) .
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5.3 A HYPOTHETICAL CONTROL ROD DROP ACCIBNKT ANALYSIS I'OR

THK TARAPUK KOILINCJ WATliR REACTORS WITH 7x7 l'UEL

H.P.Gupta and V.K.Jain

It is proposed to load the Tarapur liolling water reactors with 7x7 fuel

assp.mblies instead of the present 6x6 fuel elements. The significant advantages

of the proposed changes are : - i) The lower heat rating, li) lower power ramps

with movement of control rods, iii) lower stored energy due to decreased fuel

temperatures, and iv) increased fission gas retention within the fuel.

Before loading the reactors with the proposed 7x7 fuel assemblies, it is

necessary to analyse all the probable transients In the reactor from the

viewpoint of reactor safety. The control rod drop accident is one of the group of

design basis accidnets (DBA) to be studied in the safety analysis of a BWR.

The hvpothetical contrtol rod drop accident in TAPS reactor both with 6x6

Reload - 2 and 7x7 Reload -3 fuel assemblies has been analysed using the

multidimensional space-time kineitcs code 3D-VAST. The analysis was done in

R-Z geometry with two-energy group parameters (1) at .10000 MWD/Te burnup

and 0.0 void. The reactor was assumed to be critical with initial power equal to

10 times of the rated power. The resultant peak enthalpied for varying control

rod worths both for 7x7 and 6x6 fuel assemblies are given hi the following table.

Control Rod Worth

(mk)

10

15

20

25

Peak enthalpy ( cal/gm )

7x7 6x6

75.2 75.5

113.7 124.1

179.5 185.7

254.8 279.5

It is seer, that from the point of view of reactor safety the peak enthapies

obtained in the case of 7x7 fuel assemblied are smaller than the corresponding

values for 6x6 fuel assemblies.
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5.4 Sl'UVY OF POWER PEAKING IN REACTOR CORB PERIPHERY

DUE TO REFLECTOR

D.H.Thimrniah, P.Mohanakrlshnan, V.Jagannathan and R.P.Jain

1. Introduction

Usually the role of a reflector surrounding core Is mainly to reduce neutron

leakage. However, In case the reactor core is undermoderated, the water

reflector in a LWR can contribute to neutron moderation near water core

interface. Hence, it is of interest to see the consequences of such a moderating

effect. The lattice hornogenlsation procedures in SUPERB ( 1 ) /EXCEL ( 2 ) and

core calculation models in COMETG ( 3 ) / TREDIT ( 4 ) do not account for this

effect. We give below the results of the analysis carried out using the computer

code HBXG considering 2 - 1 ) cross - section of the core.

2 • U se..of_Conreuter. C ode_HEXG_and_R.esults

To represent the neutron slowing down and diffusion processes near core -

reflector interface correctly, fine subdivisions In space and neutron energy are

required. For this ttie 2-D multigroup diffusion theory code HEXG was used to

analyse, radial cross-sections were taken from lattice code EXCEL after cell

calculation slag (and before the of core with reflector. Five group cross-sections

assembly calculation stage), Analysis was carried out at only zero burnup. Each

fuel pin was represented individually near the reflector - core Interface and

similar fine meshes were taken in the water reflector also. Thus fuel rod wise

power distribution was obtained.

It was found that for the first row oC pins near water reflector the powers

are mostly above the average pin power. But they fall as we move away from the

water reflector. Powers increase again as we approach the core centre. The

power in the parts of the assemblies facing reflector were found to be

underpredicted by 10 - 15% by TREDIT compared to HEXG. The local power

distribution is also skewed up considerably in the periphery assemblies. It was

found that local peak factors derived from HEXG power distribution for parts of

the assemblies facing reflector were much higher than obtainable from EXCEL.
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5.S STUDY 01' 3 - B GADOLINIUM DISTRIBUTIONS VOR

POWER 1'LATTENING

V.Mohanakrisbnan

The main advantage of using a burnable poison like Gd in fuel pins is the

consequent reductions in control requirement and control movement during core

burnup. But the additional gain that can be achieved by clever burnable poison

management is a flatter power distribution. In principle, the burnable poison

distribution in each fuel pellet will be dependent on the power distribution for

achieving Hatter power distribution and for minimising the residual poison at end

of cycle. Thus the desired concentration of poison to be put In fuel pellets at

Beginning of Cycle (BOO will be higher in pellets of higher power. This possible

continuous distribution is simplified to step function distribution for easier

fabrication and design point of view. We describe below the study carried for the

Eirst cycle of a light water moderated core.

2- Gadolinium Distribution Considered and Results

Within an assembly only a few fuel rods were assumed to contain Gd as in

ths current design practice followed In LWRs. First, such a core was considered

with same assembly types through out the reactor core. Assembly parameters

were derived from computer code EXCEL ( l i and used in the code TREDIT f 2 )

after fitting with the code C01'KIT ( 3 ) . This resulted in (a) burnup penalty due to

residual Gd and (b) Increased power peaking.

following Gd distribution was then considered. The burnable poison was

removed from both top and bottom 10 cm sections of Gd bearing fuel rods,

l'urther those parts of the assemblies nearest to the reflector were assumed to

contain no Gd. With this 3-D distribution! a reductions in maximum power

peaking by 10% and gain In cycle energy by 8% were achieved.
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6. KKACTOK PHYSICS HMSflAKCH

6.1 ANALYSIS OV VHWli LATTICE BXPERIMENTS WITH ORGANIC

COOLANT BY THK COMPUTER COD11 CLUB

P.lXKrishnani

A method based on the combination of the interface current formalism and
(1 3)first - flight collision probability was developed previously for analysing

the properties of PIIWK lattice cells. The method was found to be very efficient

when compared to the complete Pi) method for the whole cell. Based on this

method, we developed a multlgroup computer code CLUB for lattice cell

calculations.

In this code, the cell is divided into annular regions which are coaxial with

respect to the centre of the fuel cluster. Of these, first few regions called rings

are further subdivided into N zones. Out of N zones, N-l zones are annular

regions coaxial with respect to the centre of the fuel pin of the ring.

A large number of experiments with different fuel clusters and D , 0 and air

as coolants were analysed using this code. It was found that the effective

multiplication factor (Keff) could be predicted within 0.6% of unity, the fast

fission rates 16) within i>-10% and the Initial conversion ration(Y) within 2%.

However, when this code was used for analysing experiments with organic

coolants, the accuracy of the results was found to be much less than for those

obtained earlier with D , 0 and air as coolants.

The reasons for this anomaly were studied. It was found that different types

of zones in a ring, which was not possible earlier, have to be considered. For this

the computer code CLUB was modified to consider different types of zones. It

can now consider zones In the coolant which are concentric with the region

interfaces. Turther, the zones which are coaxial with respect to the centre of

the fuel pin could be divided along the diametral plane perpendicular to the line

joining the centre of the cell to the centre of the fuel pin. With this modified

code, various experiments with organic coolant were analysed and the accuracy

was found to be similar to those obtained with D.O and air coolants
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6.3 COMPUTER CODE 1TKAN1D

P.D.Krishnani and H.C.HurU

A code package ITHAN1D has been developed by Introducing several
additions and alterations into the lattice physics code MURL1 based on
multigroup Integral transport theory. It can now treat three 1 - Dimensional
geometries, namely, cylindrical, spherical and plate employing interface current
technique for solving transport equation.

To start with, the code MUKLl which originally solved the lntegrr.1 transport
equation for cylindrical geometry by assuming cosine current approximation was
modified to include the anisotropy of angular flux at region interfaces. For this,
the angular flux at region Interfaces is expanded in the incoming and outgoing
directions separately in terms of spherical harmonies. Upto 3 terms can be
considered in this expansion.

Recently, two more 1-0 geometries, namely, spherical and plate geon. .•tries
have been included in this code. For spherical geometry, cosine current
approximation is assumed and for plate geometry, upto 3 terws, i.e., F ,
expansion (Cosine approximation for current ) can be considered in the angular
flux expansion at the region interfaces.
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6.3 TRANSFORMATION LAWS VOR PROBABILITIES IN INTERFACE

CURRKNTMHTHOU AND ITS APPLICATION TO CLUSTER GEOMETRY

P.D.Krlshnanl

The integral transport theory methods are widely used In the reactor

calculations as they provide an exact geometrical representation. The collision

probability (CP) and the interface current methods are the most popular methods

ior solving transport equation. One of the biggest drawback of the above

methods is the large time required in the precalculation of various probabilities,

expecially, in the CP method. Within the generalized CP formulation, Takahashl

derived a relation between the generalized first flight collision probability

(GFI'CP) in two geometrically identical systems with different total cross

sections. These relations are known as transformation law of probabilities. The

full potential of this transformation law In saving time and its accuracy for a

real reactor application has not yet been established.

We first derived the transformation laws for various probabilities in the

interface current method ** applied to PHWR lattice cell. Then we applied these

relations in burnup calculations. In these calculations, only fuel cross section

changes as the burnup proceeds. The change in cross section is not very large

even at high burnups. We calculate the 'exact' (I.e., by direct numerical methods)

probabilities at few selected burnup steps given in the input which are then used

to calculate approximate probabilities at subsequent burnup steps by means of

probability trar, formation laws.

We analysed the c u t of 37 - rod fuel cluster lattice cell. The exact

probabilities were calculated only at aero burnup and the transformation laws

were used for them at rest of the burnup steps. It was found that the application

of transformation laws was extremely successful in burnup calculations, for

example, the KM was computtd within O.OO'/H of exact value even at high burnup

of 9000 MW1VT. Likewise, other parameters can also be predicted very

accurately. The burnup calculations provided an ideal example for the

application of transformation law of probabilities. The total CPU time taken in

this case was about 4.S times less as compared to the case when exact

probabilities were calculated at each burnup step.
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6.4 LATTICE CALCULATIONS POR CYLINDRICAL AND ITS

EQUIVALENT SPHERICAL CELLS

H.C.Hurla and P.D.Krishnani

Dr. Safidvash of Brazil has suggested a procedure for converting a spherical

cell to its equivalent cylindrical cell, in this procedure, the fuel volume to

surface ratio, volume of cladding and moderator relative to fuel are conserved

for the two cases. In order to check this equivalent procedure we did the

calculations for both the cases by using DTl'4 code which is based on S^ method.

We also used P.. method for the cylindrical case. In this study, it was assumed

that the diameter of UO, sphere ( enrichment 2.2 wt%, and density 10.34

gm/c.c) is 7 mm and the thickness of cladding (zircaloy) is 0.5 mm. The

temperature of fuel and water were assumed to be 600° C and 308° C

respectively.

This study made use of XI - group library. The resonance cross sections for a

given geometry are obtained by using equivalence principle. In this, one is

required to calculate Dancoff correction. We calculated the Dancoff factor for

the cylindrical case and assumed it to be the same for the spherical case. In a

way, this assumption is equivalent to considering a spherical cell equivalent to a

cylindrical lattice cell. Table 1 gives the values of K^ as a function of 6 , the

porosity ( - volume of water / total volume of the cell ) for the two cases as

calculated by DTP 4. It also gives the Km for cylindrical case calculated by

another code based on P., method.

It can be seen from this table that the Kw for the cylindrical cell and its

equivalent spherical cell match remarkably well for all values of G . Prom this

we can conclude that the above equivalent procedure of converting a cylindrical

cell to a spherical cell works very well provided we use the same Dancoff

correction for the two cases. Thus while making a spherical cell equivalent to a

cylindrical cell, we must use the Dincolf factor of actual spherical cell in the

cylindrical case.
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l'able 1

K for Spherical an<* CyUadrical Lattice Cells

e

0.4

O.i

0 6

0.8

Kw BTF4

Spherical

1.1009

1.1V57

1.3281

1.2134

Cylindrical

1.1011

1.17S9

1.2284

1.2133

K^ (PI) method)

Cylindrical

1.100S

1.1748

1.22/1

1.2121
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6.5 ASYMPTOTICALLY STABLE SOLUTION OP POINT-RUACTOR KINETICS

EQUATIONS IN PRESENCE OF NEWTONIAN TEMPERATURE FEEDBACK

H.P.Gupta and M.S.Trasl.

The analytical solution of the point-ieactor kinetics equations in the

presence of temperature feedback is useful in providing an estimate of the

transient behaviour of reactor power and other system variables in reactor cores

which are fairly tightly coupled. The asymptotically stable solution for the

neutron density in the point reactor kinetics equations was obtained here for a

step input of reactivity in the presence of m groups of delayed neutrons. Use was

made of a perturbation expansion of the solution in powers of the reactivity

amplitude. A Newtonian feedback model was assumed for the fuel temperature

equation. The reactor was assumed to be Initially critical at some steady power

level. The asymptotic value of the fundamental mode was found to be

independent of the Initial power level. The perturbation modes higher than the

first do not contribute to the asymptotic power level, so that the asymptotic

value of the power level depends only on the Initial power level and the first

order perturbation mode, further! the change in the steady power level was

found to be inversely proportional to the magnitude of the (negative) reactive

coefficient of fuel temperature.
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6.6 DEVELOPMENTS IN TWO-DIMENSIONAL KINETICS CODE

VERSION OV l'BMINA

R.S.Modak and K.Srlvenkatesan

In the kinetics part of the code, coarse mesh rebalancing was Implemented.

A set of neighbouring nodes are combined to form a 'Coarse Mesh'. For each

coarse mesh, a rebalancing factor is defined In each energy group. One can write

neutron conservation equation over each coarse mesh and each group. These

equations, in general, will not be satisfied with the guess fluxes and currents.

They are, however, forced to be satisfied by multiplying all fluxes and currents

arising In a coarse mesh by the corresponding rebalancing factors. The

rebalancing factors themselves are evaluated by solving this set of equations.

The technique was not found to be effective In static part. But In kinetics part,

it can reduce the running time as shown In Table 1 fur a simple 'TWItiL'

benchmark problem. Also the relative convergence criteria can be less tight for

getting a given accuracy.

Table 1

Relative convergence * 10 -4

Time Step (m sees)

5

10

20

CPU time (Sec)

With CMR

41

31.7

14.7

Without CMK

SI

68.1

108.5

Other modlficatilns include simulation of absorber movement in different

regions with time. The delayed neutron source is evaluated by a time- Integrated

method rather than the backward difference fully implicit method. The

out- currents in transverse direction are also evaluated while sweeping in a given

direction, which gives stability for smaller node sizes.
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7 KliAC'i'OK SAI'Ii'fY

7.1 VRAV - T6 : A COMPUTEK CODE FOll "i'HJi TKANSlliNT ANALYSIS

01' OXIDE 1'UliL H JDS

K.D.S.Yadav, V.K.Iain and B.P.Rastogi

A LWK fuel rod typically consists of UO, fuel pellets enclosed in

Zircalloy-4 cladding. The most Important function of the cladding is lo contain

the radioactive fission products within the fuel rod. During some reactor

transients and hypothetical accidents, the cladding may be weakened by a

temperature Increase, embrittled by oxidation and overstressed by mechanical

interaction with the fuel. These events alone or in combination can cause

cracking or rupture of the cladding and can result in release of radioactive

fission products to the coolant. Furthermore, the rupture or melting of the

cladding of a fuel rod can alter the flow of reactor coolant and reduce the

cooling of the neighbouring fuel rods. This event can lead to the loss of coolable

reactor geometry.

During an operational transient such as turbine trip in a BWK without

bypass, the reactor power may temporarily increase and cause in thermal

expansion of the fuel, which can lead to mechanical interaction of fuel and

cladding »nd overstress of the cladding. During a loss of coolant accident

(I.OCA), the heat generated by radioactive decay fission products is not

completely removed and thus the cladding temperature increases, which will lead

to cladding oxidation and will embrittle the cladding.

The computer code FHAP-T6 has the capability oc modelling all the

phenomena which influence the performance of fuel rods in general and the

temperature embrittlement and stress in particular. The code was obtained from

National Energy Software Centre. USA and has been successfully made

operational on CYBER 170/730 computer atTIFK.

Reference
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7.3 FAST RBACTOR SAVBTY STUDIES

Subhash Chandra

Vast reactors are potentially more hazardous than thermal reactors due to a

small but non zero possibility of secondary critlcality which may lead to core

disruption. The. containment of the reactor is designed to cope up the energy

released during such accidents. During the core disruption the reactor fluid may

exist in two or more phases. Historically single phase fluid models were used to

describe the hydrodynamics of the disassembly accidents. Currently two phase,

dispersed flow models are in use.

In such models droplets of molten fuel are assumed to have dispersed around

in the fuel vapours. The motion of such a fluid may depend on the various

interphase forces. The drag force that couples and influences the motion of both

the phases depends on the droplet size also. If the droplet size is smaller then

more surface would b« available for tbe interphase drag and therefore the drag

force per unit volume would be larger, l'or sufficiently small droplet size the

velocity equilibrium between the two phases would take place very quickly. On

the other hand for larger droplets the drag force would be smaller and the

droplets would take more time to equilibrate with the vapours. The equilibrated

relative phase velocity would be very small (Low Reynoldvs Number Flow) in the

former case while it would be large (High Reynolds Number Flow) in the later

case. l;or the low Reynolds: Number flow the drag force depends directly on the

first power ox relative phase velocity and inversely to the square of the droplet

size (Stokes Term). I1 or the large Keynoldz number flow it is different. The drag

force in that case depends directly on the square of relative phase velocity and

inversely to the first power of droplet size (form Factor). The droplet size

dependence of the power transient in the disassembly accident was examined in

our study . It was shown analytically that for small droplet sisses (r.,) where

the Stoke's drag applies the normalized power maxima varied exponentially with

r . The exponent depends on r more than linearly, in the case of large r "s

where the form drag applies instead of Stoke's, the power transient is similar but

the exponent depends on r linearly. Other reactor parameters like the flux

shape, the Doppler coefficient and the equation of states have significant
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influence on the particle size dependence of the power transient. As the flatness

of the flux increases r dependence reduces significantly, A large and negative

Doppler's reactivity and the use of the

CUusius Clapeyron transient equation of state may render the power insensitive

to i . All these analytical inferences have been substantiated by the numeric;:

simulations done with the computer code ANBXDI.
(2)Two other parameters that have been considered in an other study are (i)

'a' , the ratio of vapour density to the total density at the begining of

disassembly end (ii) 'a', the delay parameter determining the degree of

attainment of the saturated vapour pressure. The S00 MW (e> prototype fast

breeder reactor has been chosen to study the effect of these two parameters, it

was observed that as 'a' varies from 100% to 25% the energy release goes up to

25%. The effect of the second parameter 'a' may be even 100% for very small

values of 'a' which implies a very delayed attainment of saturated vapour

pressure.
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report.
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8 MONTE- CAKLO METHODS

8.1 i' LUX - DISTKIDUTI01M CALCULATION USING SYNER GISTIC

BIASING SCHEME

H.C.Gupta and S.H.Dwivedi

(n shielding calculations the most important parameter to be calculated is

the transmitted flux from the shield. While solving the problem by Monte Carlo

use of variance reduction techniques is mendatory in order to reduce the

statistical error to an acceptable level. In past several schemes have been

developed for this purpose. The synergislic biasing scheme developed ~ here

leads to minimum variance in 1-group deep-peneration calculations. In

multigroup calculations an estimate of secondary source of particles in each

group is required. This needs an accurate flux-distribution in the shield. In

general, a biasing scbemc which Is developed for transmission calculation may

not give a satisfactory flux estimate Inside the shield. The synergistlc biasing

scheme was studied for flux-distribution calcualtlon using track-length

estimator. The expression used for the flux estimate in the region (x,x+dx) was

<p (x) dx - W exp < - £ fax) dx / |MJ

where b is the biasing parameter, W is the weight of the particle before it enters

the region <x,x+dx)

Calculations were done for a 20 mfp thick shield with 0.3, O.b, 0.7 and 0,9

scattering probabilities. The flux distribution so obtained was compared with

that obtained using DTI' IV. it was observed that the comparison was good and

the standard error in the flux distribution was very small.
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8.2 ANALYTICAL EXPRESSION OP VARIANCE IN SYNURGISTIC

BIASING SCHBMB

S.ll.Dwlvedi, and H.C.Gupta

Monte Carlo scheme for deep-penetration problems where the transport and

collision kernels are biased synergistically1'2 leads to minimum variance. For a

1-1) homogeneous shield problem the analytical work of Murthy has thrown

some light on the variance as a function of biasing parameter. Closed form

solution was obtained only for a random walk on a straight line. In the present

work we have obtained analytical expression for the second moment and hence

the variance for a general 1 ••!) Shield problem.

A monoenergetic source of particles at origin in a semi-infinite

homogeneous shield extending from - » to I is considered. The angular

distribution oi the source and scattered particles is considered to be isotropic.

The source particles are transported from the origin to the region beyond the

shield using the transport and collision kernels biased synergistlcally. The biasing

scheme has been described in detail in Vef.(l).

The weight of the particle colliding at x in the region beyond the shield,
after n collisions is

W(n)» N(b) (P ( N)n exp(-bx>,

where 1' is the sacttering probability in the shield region and

N(b>-(l/3b)lDl(l+bV(l-b)].

For a given biasing parameter b the expressions for <L> and <L2> are obtained at

<L> - l(l-bo)/Pf>] expC-b0T>

snd

<L2> » lU-b'Vd+b)) expl-Mb+b') T],
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where bQ and b' are given by

> lnJ(l+b0)/<l-bo>J,

and

Using above expressions variance bat been evaluated as a function of the

biasing parameter b for £ shield of 20 mean free path thickness and it is plotted

for different values of P .
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8.3 APPLICATION Ol< MONTH CARLO MBTHODS TO UUTKHMINfi
HiiSHONSJi CIIABACTKRISTICS OV NA1 SCINTILLATION U1JTKCTOR.

Arunndhati Jayarao

A Monte Carlo technique has been utilised to develop a small code for
determining response characteristics of a crystal scintillation detector exposed
to a source of 1.76 M.cV gamma rays. The code has been made operational on the
EC •- 332 computer system, at At-mlc Minerals Division Hyderabad.

The source considered was *u isotropic point source located on the centre
line of a detector at a distance of 'd' cm from one end of the crystal. Trial run*
for d varying between 2 and 10 cms were made, l'or purposes of calculating the
response of a gamma ray scintillation counter the composition of the detector is
not of particular importance however! the detector considered in this
calculation is of 10 cm diameter by 11 cm height Na KT1) crystal detector.

In this calculation the photons have been assumed to have deposited their
energy in the detector only through the Compton process. The secondary photons
or the Compton scattered photons have been tracked and have been allowed to
interact through similar Compton events till their energy was degraded to below
0.045 MeV . The energy choosen is low in comparison with source energy to that
a negligible amount of energy is carried by the photon and serious biasing of the
estimates of the energy deposited is not likely. In all cases the source counter
configuration has axial or very nearly axial symmetry which simplifies the
spatial part of the transport problem, in this calculation the response spectrum
was deter&uncd by assuming a unique and proportional response of the counter to
a given amount of energy deposited in the detector and no broadening was
introduced.

Photofraction, Intrinsic efficiency and peak - to- total ratios can be
determined and were determined as function of source-detector seperation
distance. The number of photon histories tracked werel0»000.
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9. TRANSPORT EQUATION

9.1 SOLUTION 01' THE NONLENBAK BOLTZMANN EQUATION

l'OR TBST PAKTICLU DIFFUSION WITH HBMOVAL EVENTS

S.V.G.Mewra

Recently, a lot of attention has been paid to the solution of the nonlinear

Boltssmann equation CNBB) for test particle tTP) diffusion ia a host, medium.

Suitable formulations of the NBB taking into account removal events In the

interactions of the TPs among themselves as well as with the particles of the

host medium (field particles (VPs) ) have been considersd in the literature ~ .

The NUB for the velocity distribution function, f(y,t), of the TPs in a spatially

homogeneous medium reads as

at/at + (pC f • NC* )f » 1 f(f ,f > * l*(f >, (1)

where p and N denote the density of TPs and VPs respectively. The parameters

C and C represent the microscopic removal collision frequency of TPs with

i'Ps and among themselves and are assumed to be independent of v. The TP-TP

collision integral, denoted by 1 (f,£), for Maxwell molecules GMM> is given by

tf(f,f) « Ct S dw / dO IKv'Ww1) - f(v)f(w>) aifS) , (2>

where C is the collision frequency, ft •> (0» x) is the scattering angle and a (6) Is

the normalised angular distribution. The collision integral 1 <t), denoting the

scattering rate (with collision frequency C ) of TPs with l'Ps can be written as

l*(f) » N / f(v',t) C^tv'JPfy1-^) dv1 - NC*Jv)Hv,t>, (3)

where P(v'->v) is the probability that the TP velocity y" c^tnges to v in a collision

with the FP. Various approximations to P(v'-*v) can be introduced depending on

the ratio of the VV mass (m.) and TP mass
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l'irstly, we consider tbe limiting situation, m./m -> 0, wherein the TP-FP
4scattering does not influence f(v,t). In this situation, we have shown that Uq.(l)

2
can be transformed to the single gas NB.K without removal events.

2
Thus It becomes possible to generalize all tbe results reviewed by Ernst to

include the removal events in TP-XP and TP-FP interactions. For example, the
o

BICW mode for the isotropic velocity distribution of MM is generalised as

fBKWfv'U " plt> f 2 w s ) 3 / Z e x P ' - v 2 / 2 s ) [U(s-lK3-v2/s)/(2s)l , (4)

p(t) ^ pQ / y(t) , Y<t) " cxp(NC*t! f p QC r[exp(NC* t) - 1 ]/( NC*f)

Here p Q is the initial (t=>0) density, s(t> •-= l+Tie"X T with TJ a real constant (-J/5 <

n < 0) and

\ - (Cgir/2) Olira(6)sin3(e)d0 , c(t) ^ [ln("r)-NC*tJ/C { (6)

Secondly, we consider the l'okker-Vlanck approximation (1'PA) to I (f) and

the Maxwell model to I (f ,f) and show that a general Laguerre series solution

f(v,t) * (2irf3 /2 cxp(-v2/2) ^ 0 am(t) h^2(v2/2) , (/)

can be obtained. Here a. » pit) (Eq. i>) and a (m > 0) satisfy linear differential

equations with constant coefficients. It may be remarked that the VVA is valid

for smalt values of m./m. and has been employed to model several types of

molecular interactions. More details of this work can be found in Kef. 4.
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9.2 GRBKN'S l'UNCTION APPROACH TO THE SOLUTION OF TEMB
DEPENDENT l'OKKUR-l'LANCK EQUATION WITH ABSORBING BOUNDARY

S.V.G.Menon, Vlnod Kumar and D.C.Sahnl

Recently there has been lot of Interest in the solution of Vokker-Planck
1 2Equation (1'PE) describing Brownian motion near an absorbing boundary ' . A

brief introduction and discussion on earlier papers on this problem is given in
Kef. 4. We have now developed the Green's function method (GI'M) for solving
the time dependent VPE in plane geometry (but in 3-D velocity space)

aw/at + vxaw/ax = vv.<vw + v v w > + Q(x,y,t> , <i>

with the boundary condition (BC)

W(0,v ,v .v .t) « II W(O.-v .v .v .t) , v > 0 , (2)
x y z x y z x

where K is a parameter. The limiting values, K-0 and K«l» correspond to
perfectly absorbing and specularly reflecting boundaries respectively. Our idea is
lo use an integral representation for the distribution function satisfying the
boundary condition (BC) in terms of the infinite medium Green's function (GV).
This integral representation contains the distribution at the boundary which
should be determined by solving an Integral equation. We then introduce three
reduced distribution functions which depend only on the longitudinal (along the
space co-ordinate) velocity component. The velocity moments of general
interest (density . current and energy density) are then shown to be completely
determined in terms of the reduced distribution functions. This reduction shows
that the particle density aad Milne extrapolation length are exactly same as that
would be obtained from the 1-D VPB. The particle density is shown to be given by

n(x,t) " _,j"°dv f(x,v , t ) ,

where the reduced distribution function f(x,v »t) is
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f(x,vx,t> . df dx1 dv'x

' G (x,v ,t «0,v* ,f) (4)

Here G and Q are reduced OV and source distributions respectively. The
X X q

Minle extrapolation length is givenby

Aft) = (1+KVU-K) j " dv v* HO.v M / T° dv, v , f(0,v .t) . (S)
•#o° A * X —w XX X

4
A numerical procedure to solve the integral equation for f(O,v ft) (obtained by

putting x-0 in £q. 4) and to determine the related parameters has also been

developed. The Minle extrapolation length and boundary values of density and

mean square velocity are given in Table-1 for a pulsed source and a steady

source. More numerical results and details of this work can be seen in Kef. 4.
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Table -1

Milne extrapolation length and boundary values of

density and mean square velocity

Type

Pulsed Source
at t-100
Steady Source
at t * 500
Time independent VVH
(140th order 2)
Time independent VVB
(Extrapolated infinite
order )

Aft)

1.469

1.461

1.438

1.460

n(0,t)

0.937

0.936

1.0S4

0.951

(v^.tx.0

1.556

1.561

1.365

1.535
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9.3 FLUX EXPANSION OVER ENTIRE MULTtLAYKK SLAB GEOMETRY

H.P.Raghav

When the neutron flux distribution in a .reactor geometry is evaluated by the

conventional method of first flight collision probabilities, a system under

consideration is divided into zones and in each zone flux is assumed to be

uniform. A large system (or the one in which there are strong flux gradients) has

to be divided into many small homogeneous aones, which in turn leads to a large

computational time. It was studied earlier that this time can be reduced if

thicker zones are considered and some flux expansion is assumed in each zone.

The above mentioned time can be reduced further if flux expansion is made

over the entire multilayer slab geometry (in comparison to a case where an

expansion is made in each layer of the system). To study this problem the

monoenergetic integral transport equation has been solved rigorously by the

Legendre expansion method. The method utilizes an expansion of the flux over

the entire multilayer slab geometry in terms of Legendre polynomials of the

position co-ordinate. The use. of the polynomials makes it possible to calculate

most of the resulting matrix elements by means of recurrence formulae. This

formulation is an extension of Carlvik's method for a homogeneous slab,

liquations were set up and a computer code is being developed for this purpose.
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10 l'USION STUDIES

10.1 PBLUiT VUSIOtf GAIN CALCULATIONS 1'OH SMN POLARIZED NOCLlil

N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawande

The concept of Inertial Confinement l'uslon (TCI1) Is based on the Implosion

of small D-T pellets driven by laser U ) »f Ion beams . The implosion aims at

Use compression and heating of the pellet to fusion conditions and the practical

utility of such a system is measured in terms of the pellet gain. Any Increase in

thermonuclear reaction rate will increase pellet gain and hence reduce

temperature and compression requirements for the target ignition. The use of

spin polarized JD-T fuel was proposed for the magnetic confinement system by

Kulsrud et a l < 3 ) . The possibility of using spin-polarized fuel for high density IC?

plasma was investigated by More and he concluded that an initial state of

spin-polarization would have a good likelihood of surviving the implosion and

burnup conditions. The problem of increase in the pellet gain because of

spin-polarization has been studied by many authors based on simple analytical

models. However, in realistic ICF experiments the situation is much more

complex as the pellet gain depends on factors like fuel depletion, reheating of

the pellet by charged fusion reaction products, radiation losses, heat conduction,

hydrodynamic motions etc.. We have used a 1-1) laser fusion code MKDUSA-TPD

for these studies which incorporates most of the above mentioned factors.

The. computer model assumes the 10 V plasma to consist of a charge-neutral

mixture of electrons and various species of ions, atoms or molecules which are

collectively referred to as ions. The electrons and Ions form two separate

subsystems with the corresponding set of variables. Charge neutrality require

that ions and electrons move with the same velocity. The two subsystems are

thus coupled by common velocity and by the exchange of energy due to

electron-Ion collisions. The ions are assumed to behave as a non-degenerate

perfect gas while Vermi-Dirac equation of state is used for electrons which may

be either non-degenerable, partially degenerate or fully degenerate. The source

term in energy balance equation includes flow of beat due to thermal conduction,

the rate of energy exchange between ion and electron, bremsslrahlung emission,

viscous shock heating, absorption of laser light and thermonuclear energy release.
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Numcrlcal simulations arc carried out for a 60 micro-gram 5096 - 5096 D-T

spherical pellet of radius 4.8 x JO * m having a uniform density of 124.0 kg/m .

The pellet is incident with a CO, laser light of an optimum pulse shape required

Cor the generation of a converging sequence of shocks. The maximum later power

is restricted to ).6xlO16 Watts with a total integrated energy of 6.6 Kl. The

polarization of })-'£ fuel nuclei Is simulated by increasing' the fusion

cross-section of the reacting nuclei. Depending upon the fraction of the nuclei

polarized, the cross-section will vary from its value In the unpolarized state to

1.6 times the unpolarized cross-section. We have considered two cases in this

study. In the first case it Is assumed that the entire D-X pellet is polarized while

in the second case only a small central spark region is polarized. The mass of the

central spark region is varied from 1% to 596 of the total fuel mass. For both the

cases, the fraction of polarization is varied from zero to 100%. We observe that

there Is no appreciable increase in pellet gain if only the central spark region It

polarized. However the entire pellet is polarized, we observe that pellet gain

increases Erom 13.67 to 16.67, an increase by a facto: ol 1.22. We note that the

maximum compression achieved increases by a factor of 1.61 while electron and

ion temperatures are higher by a factor of 1.11 and 1.28 respectively, l'urther It

is observed that the polarized fuel achieves maximum compression earlier (about

3 ps) than unpolarized fuel. In addition, a scaling law is obtained for the pellet

gain with the fraction of nuclei polarized as a parameter.
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10.2 NUMERICAL SIMULATION 01' ICV TAB GETS

H.D.Parab and S.Chandra

In a 1)T fusion reaction the energy carried by the neutrons is nearly four

times that of the a particles. However the neutrons are generally assumed to

escape the fusion targets as in the computer code MEDUSA. This assumption is
3 3no good in the case of highly compressed plasma media (density 10 g/cra )

because then the neutrons deposit nearly 30% of their energy is the target. The

computer code MEDUSA - PI! includes the neutron heating also and this code

was commissioned on CYBER and NO computers. The energy spectrum of the

neutrons coming out of the DT pellet and entering the blanket region is also

determined in this code. The effect of neutron heating was studied in a test

heating and it was observed that due to this heating the ion temperature is more

than doubled in the hot spot region. As a result the fusion reaction and the burn

propagation start at an earlier stage and the overall energy yield ratio gets

reduced by 696.

it is generally known that the performence of an ICI' target can be

significantly Improved by making hollow shell targets instead of solid ones. This

is basically due to the fact that greater implosion velocities can be achieved in

the hollow targets. The code MEDUSA - PI) was modified to allow for the hollow

spherical targets. The modified version was tested with the previously published

results on such targets by other Investigates. In this connection the thin

spherical shell targets of masses 75 Mgm and IMgm and aspect ratio 62.5 were

studied for the given incoming pressure pulses and saUsfactory agreements ware

obtained with the results published by others.

The performance of an ICI' target pellet depends on the extent to which It is

compressed Isentroplcally. l'rom this view point the optimisation of the laser

pulse shining on the target Is oC prime Importance. The optimum laser pulse is

given by Pit) ~ Po(l-t/c)" s , whore P is the initial power level, c Is the time

scale of the laser pulse and s is a constant. The effect of the variation of all

these three parameters on the yield ratio was numerically studied using the code

MEDUSA- PI).
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1U.3 SOMli ANNAl.YTICAL STUDIES ON RAYLlilGH-TAYLOR INSTABILITY

IN AN INUHT1AL CONl'INKMKNT l'USION TAKGKT

N.K.Gupta and S.V.Lawandc

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability is one of the principal physical mechanisms

which restrics the achievement of high compression required in an inertial

confinement fusion (IC1O device. Por the two semi-infinite, inviscid,

imcompresslble slabs of constant density, Taylor obtained an expression of

the exponential growth rate in 1950. However, in realistic ICV experiments the

situation Is complicated because of the presence of several other factors like

density gradients, heat conduction, compressibility, flow of ablating material,

nonplanar geometries etc. Of late, a number of 7. and 3-D numerical calculations

have incorporated most of those effects and a general prediction is a reduction

in the growth ratr. by as much as a factor of 'A. On the other hand there have

been some attempts to study analytically some of these effects individually.
(2)Colombant. and Manheimer have numerically solved the eigenvalue

equation of the Instability in planar geometry with a realistic density profile. We

have studied these effects analytically by approximating this density profile with
(3)suitable exponentials in four spatial regions . Such an analytical approach

provides the flexibility necessary to extend the work of Colomba&t and

Manheimcr for a wider class of realistic density profiles. We have derived

appropriate transcendental equations determining the instabiluty growth rate and

have analysed the behaviour of the fastest growing mode with respect to

variations in the density profile parameters. The principle result of this analysis

is that the density gradients provide a mechanism for the reduction In the growth

rate at low wave numbers.

Most of the published work on the analytical studies restricts to planar

geometries. We have developed a formalism of the analysis for spherical

geometry ~ . Expanding any initial perturbation at a spherical surface

between two fluids in spherical harmonics and further assuming an exponential

time growth of the expansion coefficients, an eigenvalue equation for the growth

rate is obtained. The Eree surface and Jump boundary conditions are obtained

from the eigenvalue equation. The elgen value equation is solved for solid and
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shell targets and analytical formulae, for the. growth rate are obtained. Since an

arbitrary density profile that may exist in ICV experiments can always be

approximated by a finite number of step functions! the solutions for the case of

step functions arc generalized for N spherical zones of constant density. For a

particular case of N-3 exact analytical formulae are obtanined for the growth

rate and it is shown that the growth rate can be reduced by introducing an

intermediate zone of optimum density between the core of pellet and ablating

plasma. The results of the numerical calculations for N spherical zones are

compared with the exact analytical results for exponential density profile with

N=10 and a good agreement is observed. The formalism Is further used to study

the effect of density gradients in spherical geometry which predicts a reduction

in growth rale. This reduction for low wave numbers may be attributed to the

density gradients while that for large wave numbers seems to be due to spherical

geometry. The formalism developed can be used to study the growth of the

instability in present day multi-structure shell targets.
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10.4 SOLUTION 01' THE l'OKKKR-PLANCK EQUATION FOR CHARGED

l'ARTICLB SLOWING DOWN IN A 1'CJLLY IONIZED PLASMA

S.I),Por*n)»pe and D.C.Sahni

l'ast ions stowing down in a fully ionised plasma deposit their energy to

plasma ions and electrons mainly through small angle Coulomb scattering

collisions. The plasma ions and electrons arc assumed to have achieved known

distribution functions. The transport of external charged particles moving in this

background plasma is governed by a linear form of S'okker- Planck equation. This

problem is important in the context of thermonuclear fusion schemes. Numerical

solutions of this equation based on the well-known multigroup approximation of

reactor physics suffer from errors such as formation of spurious tails in the
1 2 3

energy deposition profiles . Analytical or semlanalytical solutions can serve

to establish the accuracy and region of validity of the purely numerical solutions.

Such solutions have_ earlier been obtained after neglecting angular dispersion

terms as first approximation to the 1'okker-Planck equation ' ' . Physically, the

forward peaked nature of the scattering of lest particles becomes less

pronounced due to the angular dispersion phenomenon. The test particles at a

given energy are then more closely confined to a region near the source positions

and consequently, a smaller number of test particles can reach regions that are

away from source by a distance of one range. As a result, when angular

dispersion is included in the analysis the energy deposition fraction near the

source increases and that away from the source decreases. Angular dispersion is

mainly caused by collisions with plasma ions, but it affects the energy deposition

to ions and electrons.

Jiarlier we solved the linear I'okker-I'lanek equation in slab geometry using

the technique of expanding the Legcndre moments of the angular flux in

exp (± 21 11 Kx / h ). The vacuum boundary condition at the plasma surface was

treated by appending to It a fictitious medium which has no angular dispersion. In

this expansion technique the expansion functions themselves do not vanish at the

extended boundaries. To remedy this short coming we have now used the

following expansion

<|> n (x,U> = >JIU0 An(B) cos «K +1) II x / h + £ , j Bn (B) Sin (2) rKx) / h

Here the expansion functions cos and sin vanish at the boundaries x * 1 h/2.
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We find that for the same number or Legcndrcd moments and Courier

components the two expansions have comparable accuracies for discrete source

problems. However, the sin. cos expansion was found to be highly time consuming

due to increased coupling of equations corresponding to different K and j values.

This new procedure was applied to 3.5 Mev a particles slowing down in a D-T

plasma. The earlier numerical estimates of the effect on a particle energy

depositions were validated, l'or model problems of Isolated sources the energy

deposition profiles to plasma ions or electrons were computed. These were found

to change by less than Js% due to the effect of angular disperlson where ever the

energy depostiion was significant. This small effect may be masked by errors

introduced by the discretisation procedures employed in the numerical solutions

of the l-'okker-Planck equation. Thus for numerical solutions an approach that

neglects angular disperlson and considers energy points instead of groups can be

expected to be sufficiently accurate and computationally efficient.
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11. MATHEMATICAL PHYSICS

11.1 I'BYNMAN PATH INTEGRALS

D.C.Khandekar , S.Uatta. K.Vhagwat, A.K.Dhara and S.V.Lawande

l'eynman path integrals have been useful in the treatment of a number of
physical problems which are not easily solvable by the standard techniques. Two
of the problems where path integral technique has been used in literature arc a)
The polaron problem and b) The density of electronic states (DOS) in positional^
disordered solids. Both these problems involve memory effects and as such can
be described by a two-time action. An exact propagator for such two-time
action with arbitrary memory kernel has been obtained only recently. During this
year, we applied this exact propagator towards a fresh treatment of the above
problems and obtained some new results reported below,
a) The Polaron Problem

The polaron problem concerns itself with the investigation of the motion of
an electron moving in a polar crystal together with the self induced polarization
of the lattice. As a consequence of the electron - phonon interactions the
polaron tends to have a lower kinetic energy and a higher effective mass as
compared to the bare electron.

In the path integral approach to tills problem one first expresses the density
matrix of joint electron-photon system as a path integral in imaginary time. The
average motion of the electron is then described by a reduced density matrix as
a path integral of a modified action functional involving the electron
coordinates alonr. after eliminating the phonon coordinates from the joint
electron phonons propagator. The elimination of the phonon coordinates which
can be performed without resorting to any approximations introduces a non-local
term in the modified* action functional for the electron.

Due to the complicated structure of 8, the reduced density matrix p is
usually evaluated by a varialional calculation within first cumulant
approximation. Once p is obtained, the other physical quantities of interest are
then obtained by exploiting their relationship with p.

Using an exact expression for the propagator for the general non-local
quadratic action obtained earlier by us, we obtained an estimate for p in
polaron problem. This was then used to derive an estimate for the free- energy

(2)
oE the polaron. at finite temparatures . The limiting values of free-energy at
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absolute. zero yielded an estimate Eor the ground state energy which coincided
with the estimate of this parameter obtained by earlier workers by using second
order perturbation theories or using approximations within path - integral
treatment. However, our rigourous calculations showed that the effective mass
of the polaron obtained by second order perturbation theories is obtainable only
if the phonons are assumed to be in the ground state both initially and finally.
Mathematically, it implies that the average electron motion described by the
reduced density matrix is given by the expectation value of Joint electron phonon
propagator between the ground state of free phonons. On the other hand if the
phonon - coordinate are eliminated from the joint propagator by taking a trace
over phonon-coordinates which is the correct way to arrive at the reduced

density matrix, the. correction to the effective mass of polaron over its bare
(3)

mass turns out to be )ust half of the correction predicted by second order
perturbation theories. This lowering of the mass is a consequence of the
contribution to this parameter from the excited states of phonon which has not
been considered by ths earlier workers,
b) The PositionaUy Disordered Solids

The problem of obtaining DOS in a positionally disordered solid is being
pcrsued with renewed interest particulalry because of its importance in
evaluating semiconductor device parameters. It is believed on the basis of
several model calculations that DOS behaves as exp [-| *| ] u as a function of
energy K in the band gap. The earlier studies in this problem were aimed at
1'inding the value of \> . The » also plays the role of critical exponent and,
therefore, these studies are also interesting from this basic aspect.

Technically DOS is given by the l'ourier transform of the average Green's
function of electron averaged over randomly distributed scattcrers. The
averaging process expresses the average Green's function as a path integration
of a non-local action functional in electron coordinates. The Green's function is
usually evalued variationally within first cumulant approximation.

Using the path integral approach we obtained DOS for a Gaussian correlated
system. Our rigorous lirst cumulant calculations showed that the behaviour of
DOS is qualitatively different for 3D solids than the behaviour predicted by
earlier workers, in contrast to earlier approximate treatment wherein the DOS in
tail decays in exponential fashion, we find that the decay for 3D Gaussian
correlated solid is oE power-law type. Further the DOS vanishes beyond a certain
ncgatove energy. Moreover, the exponential tail in DOS is indeed present for IB
Gaussian correlated solids which is in agreement with earlier findings.
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c) Studies of Peynman Propagators for Explicitly Time-Dependent Systems.

During the year Shri. A.K.Dhara wrote his Ph.D. desscritation Entitled "

l'eynman I'ropagator for Some Time - Dependent Problems ".

The major part of this thesis is concerned with a simplitlcation of the

derivation of the propagator for certain time -dependent problems characterised

by a classical Lagrangian which admits an cxpllctly time-dependent invariant or

a classical constant of motion. It has been shown that for some time -

dependent potentials which admit Invariants that are either linear or quadratic in

momenta, the I'eynmau propagator Is related to the propagator of an associated

lime-independent problem. No explicit path integration need to be performed to

derive this result. On the contrary! for almost all text book examples, time -

dependent or otherwise, where the propagator has been evaluated exactly after a

laborious explicit path integration! may now be treated summarily in the present

theory using only the free particle propagator.

A comprehensive review article entitled "I'eynman Path Integrals: Some

Kxact Results and Applications" was written for the I.Physics Reports by

D.C.Khandekar and S.V.Lawande. As the title suggests the article discusses the

status of exactly solvable problems in the frame work of path Integral approach

in non-relativistic quantum mechanics and presents some selected applications

of these results. An entire Issue of the I. Physics Reports will be devoted to this

review article.

Dr. D.C.Khandekar was Invited to deliver a talk ( / > at the International

Conference on "Path Integrals from meV to MeV held at University of Bielefeld,

liielefeld W.Germany between Aug. 5-9, 1985. In this conference he discussed

the recent work of this section on non-local quadratic action.
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l l . 2 QUANTUM OPTICS

R.K.Puri, R D'Souza, A.JayaKao, Q.V.Lawande and S.V.Lawande

Quantum Optics

The problems analysed in this area during the year included

1) The effect of phase and amplitude fluctuations in the driving fields on the

fluorescence from a three level atom,

2) The cooperative effects on the spectrum of squeezing in the radiation from

a system of two level atoms confined to a single site and driven by a

monochromatic field,

3) Tha effect, of fluctuations in the number of atoms in the driven Dicke

model, and

4) The effect of cavity decay on the dynamical behaviour of the atom and the

radiation tro:*i the faynes - Cummings model of a two level atom.

A brief description of the work done in each of these topics is as follows.

1. Fluorescence from a three level atom

The master equation for a three level atom driven by two nonfluctuating

fields each of which is nearly resonant with one of the two allowed transitions

between the three levels can be solved analytically . However, the presence of

fluctuations in one or both the fields introduce nontrivial complications in the

problem. We have developed the methods to obtain exact analytical solution in

the high field limit in the presence of both phase as well as amplitude

fluctuations . The phase fluctuations in our model are described by Gaussian

white noise whereas tlu amplitude fluctuations are described by coloured

Gaussian process. We have obtained and analysed the expressions for the

fluorescent spectrum and Intensity intensity correlation functions for the

radiation from the two transitions in ladder configuration. The results for the

case when the driving fields are exactly on resonance with the atomic transition!

have already been reported whereas the case of detuned driving fields is under

investigation.
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2. Cooperative effects on the spectrum of squeezing
Squeezing describes the radiation In which the fluctuations in one of the

components is less than the minimum limit Imposed by quantum mechanical
uncertainty relation. This reduction in fluctuation in one component is achieved
by an Increased fluctuations In the other canonlcally conjugate component such
that the product of the fluctuations still satisfies the uncertainty relation. The
usefulness of squeezed radiation In the mechanism of detection of weak signals it
well known. Various systems giving rise to the squeezed radiation have been
analysed. The fluorescent radiation from a two level atom is known to be la
squeezed state under some conditions. We have Investigated the effect of the

(2)presence of other atoms on the squeezing properties of the radittion . In
particular, we have paid attention to the spectral properties of squeezing which
is receiving current attention.
3. Number fluctuations In the driven Pi eke model.

The Dicke model of N two level atoms on a single site can be realised in the
experiments involving the interaction of two level atoms with the radiation
inside a microwave cavity. In these experiments; the number of atoms
interacting with the cavity field is, however, a fluctuating variable. The
fluctuations in the number can be described by Poison distribution. We have
extended our exact study state results for the driven Dlcke model to include the
effects of these experimentally encountered fluctuations.
4. Effect of Cavity decay on the Jaynes - Cummlngs model

The Jaynes - Cummlngs model of a two level atom Interacting with a
monochromatic radiation field has been used to discusssome very interesting
aspects of the interaction of radiation with matter ' . This model assumes that
both the field and the excited atomic level are non decaying. In the actual
experiments Involving Kydberg atoms, one can although assume that the atomic
level width Is zero but the damping of the cavity field cannot be ignored. We
have investigated the effects of the cavity field damping on vacuum field KaW
Oscillations and also on the phenomenon of collapse and revival of Kabl

(A)Oscillations In the. presence of coherent or thermal field . The effect of atomic
level coherences on these phenomena have also been analysed.
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32. Biasing Parameter Limits for Synergestic Monte Carlo in
Deep-penetration Calculations, S.R. Dwivedl and H.C. Gupta,
Nucl. Sci. Engg. (to appear)*

BARC REPORTS

33. Nuclear Design Report - Tarapur 7x7 Reload-3 Fuel,
V. Jagannathan, P. Mohanakrishnan, K.R. srlnivasan, Vinod Kumar,
R. Srivenkatesan, V. Balaraman, S.G. Vaidya and B.P. Rastogi,
BARC-1258 (1985).

34. TREDIT - A 3-D Multigroup Diffusion Theory Simulator for
Hexagonal Fuel Assembly Cores, P* Mohanakrishnan and
V. Jagannathan, BARC-1261 (1985).
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35. PBYMSYN - A Code System to Solve Multigroup Diffusion

Theory Equations Using a variety of Solution Techniques,
V. Jagannathan

Part 1 t Description of Code System - Input and sample
Problems, BARO-1265 <1985).

36. Part 2 t DIFXVTZ - The Finite Difference Module, BARC-1266
(1985).

37. Part 3 : FINERC - The Finite Element Module, BARC-1267
(1985).

36. Part 4 t SYNTHD - The Synthesis Module, BARC-1268 (1985).

39. Low Incremental Control Worth Reload Patterns for BWRS,
D.P. Burte and S.G. Vaidya, BARC-1288 (to appear).

40. Annual Progress Report for 1984 of Theoretical Physics
Division, B.P. Rastogi, S.V.G. Menon and R.P. Jain,
BARC-1263 (1985).

Ph.D THESES

41. Importance Biasing scheme for Expectation Estimator in Deep-
penetration Problems, H.C. Gupta, University of Bombay
(1985).

42. Feyman Propagator for Some Time-Dependent Problems, A.K.Dhara,
University of Bombay, (1986 £.____

INTERNAL RElPORTSl
43. Comparison of 500 MWe PHWR Simulations by TAQUIL and FEMDJA,

R. Srivenkatesan, V. Balaraman and K.R. Srinivasan,
PHWR 500/PHY/3 (1985).

44. Zone Controller Simulation for 500 MWe PHWR Reactor,
R. Srivenkatesan, T. Mukhopadhay, P.O. Krishnani, Vinod
Kumar, S.D. Paranjpe and H.C. Huria, PHWR 500/PHY/4 (1985).

45. Two Group Lattice Parameters for 500 MWe PHWR, P.D.Krishnani,
PHWR 500/PHY/5 (1985).

46. Effect of Pressure Tube Thickness on Reactivity of 500 MWe
PHWR, P.D. Krishnani, PHWR 500/PHX/6 (1985).

47. Evaluation of Homogeni sation Errors in a Typical PHWR
Lattice, S.V.G, Menon, K.R. Srinivasa and R. Srivenkatesan,
PHWR 5OO/PHX/7 (1985).
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48. Representative Bundle Power Envelopesfor CANDU Reactors -
Canadian Results, A.N. Nakra, PHWR 500/PHY/8 (1985).

49. Revised Burnup Estimate for the 500 MW(e) PHWR,
K.R. Srinivasan, PHWR 500/PHY/9 (198b*,

50. PHWR Benchmark Analysis with DIMENTRI, THR£SD and FEMINA,
R. Srlvenkatco-ui, V. Balaraman, V.K. Jain and
K.R. Srinivasan, PHWR 500/PHY/10 (1985).

51. Burnup Optimization with Larger inner Zone Radius for 500 MW(e)
PHWR, A.N. Nakra and R. Srivenkatesan, PHWR S00/PHY/11(1985).

52. Instrumented Channels for the 500 MWe Reactors,
R. Srivenkatesan, P. Mohanakrishnan and K.R. Srinivasan,
PHWR 5OO/PHY/12 (1985).

i>.. Adjuster Rod's Worth for 500 MW(e) PHWR - Supercell Cal-
culations, S.B. DegweJcar, PHWR 5OO/PHY/13 (1985).

54o Spatial xenon Oscillations in Large PHWRs, Arvind Kumar and
R. Srivenkatesan, PHWR 500/PHY/14 (1985), and Th.B.D./
308 (1985).

55. Deputation Report - Deputation to Argentina During Aug. 23
to Sept. 23, 1985, R. Srivenkatesan, PHWR/PHY/15 (1985).

56. Analysis of Experiments with 37-Rcd Fuel Cluster in ZED-2
Reactor, P.D. Krishnani, PHWR/PHX/16 (1986).

57o Revised Lattice Parameters for 500 MWe PHWR, P.D. Krishnani,
PHWR/PHY/17 (1986).

58. Tarapur Unit-l Cycle-10 $iel Management Report, D.P. Burte,
V. Jagannathan, K.R. Srinivasan and S.G. Vaidya, FM Report
U-l/CO-10 (1985).

59. Defuelling Studies for RAPS-1, H.D. Purandare, Th.P«,D/HPD/
655 (1985).

60. NAPP Secondary Shutdown System Banking, R. Srivenkatesan,
S.U. Kamat and H.D. Purandare, Th.P.D./3O7 (1985).

SYMPOSIUM/SEMINAR/IAEA TRAINING COURSE PAPERS

61o Nuclear Data for Nuclear Power Programme, B.P. Rastogi,
IAEA Interregional Training Course on 'Preparation of Nuclear
Data for Vse in Reactor Calculation, March 31-April 25,
1986, Bombay.
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62e Processing of Resonance Data for Thermal Reactors, H.C.Huria,
IAEA Interregional Training Course on 'Preparation of
Nuclear Data for Use in Reactor Calculation, March 31-
April 25, 1986, Bombay.

63. Validation of Nuclear Data for Heavy Water Power Reactor
Lattices, P.D. Krishnani, IAEA Interregional Training Course
on "Preparation of Nuclear Data for Use in Reactor Cal-
culation, March 31-April 25, 1986, Bombay.

64o Experience of Analysing Integral Experimental Systems Mode-
rated by Light water to Determine Adequacy of Nuclear Data
and Computational Methods, P. Mohanakrishnan, IAEA Inter-
regional Training Course on 'Preparation of Nuclear Data for
Use in Reactor Calculation', March 31-April 25, 1986, Bombay.

65. Multidimensional Core Kinetics Analysis for LWRs and PHWRs,
Arvind Kumar, H.P« Gupta, V.K. Jain and R.S. Modak, Paper
presented in the Indo-FRG Seminar on Reactor Safety, Bombay
(1985).
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U.K.
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5. or. s.M. Lee,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam

6. Or. C. Manohar,
Chemistry Division,
BARC

7. Dr R.B. Grover,
R.P.D., BARC

8. Prof* B.M. Udgaonkar,
T.I.F.R., Bombay

9* Prof. N. Mukunda,
I.I.Sc., Bangalore

10. Or V.C. Sahni,
Nuclear Physics
Division, BARC

Nuclear Design of the 500 MWe Fast Breeder Reactor

Surfactantst Materials for Basic Research and
Novel Applications

Probablistlc Safety Methods and Applications

t

Development of Quantum Mechanics

Aspects of the Transition from Classical to
Quantum Mechanics

Some Landmarks in the Quantum Theory of Condensed
Matter Physics

26-3-85

9-4-85
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28-5-85
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25-6-85

11-7-85

11-7-85

11-7-85



Speaker

11. Prof. S.C.G. Sudarshan,
Director, MATSCIENCE,
Madras

12* Dr S. Abrahamson,
University of Wisconsin,
USA

13. Prof. Cyril Ponnamperuma,
Director, Institute of
Fundamental studies,

ColuQibo

14. Dr L.G.K. Murthy,
Head, R.A. & S.D., BARC

15. Dr R. Subramanian, Nuclear
Physics Division, FARC

16. Dr B.B. Singh,
M.B. & A.D., BARC

17. Dr.(Smt.) Usha Denlz,
Nuclear Physics Division,
BARC

18. Dr A.J. Singh, Chemistry
Division, BARC

19. Prof. K.L. Chopra,
X.I.T., New Delhi

20. Dr P.N. Moor thy. Chemistry
Division, BARC

21. Shri R.D. Kale, Head,
Engg. Development Section,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam

Subject

Uses of Quantum Mechanics

Genetic Effects of Radiation and Human
Risk Estimates

Science and Technology in the Development
of Sri Lanka

Thermal Hydraulic Aspects of Indian PHWR
Safety

Geonetry and Quasi-Order in Solids

Cancer if Curable, Why not cured?

Liquid Crystals - The Mysterious
Mesophaseu

Ultrapurifications of Materials

Photovoltalcs - An Energy Alternative?

Faster and Faster in Chemistry

Sodium Technology and Engineering Deve-
lopment for Fast Reactors

Date

11-7-85

23-7-85

30-7-85

13-8-86

10-9-85
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8-10-85
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24-12-85

14-1-86

28-1-86



Speaker

22. Dr S.N. Vaidya, Chemistry
Division, BARC

23. Or M.S. Srinivasan,
Chairman, N.P.B. and
Member, ABC

24* Or Placid Rodriguez,Head,
Metallurgy Programme,
IGCAR, Kalpakkam

25. Shri N. Srinivasan, chief
Executive, HWPs and
Member, AEC

Subject

High pressure Techniques and Applications

The Research and Development Challenges for
the Nuclear power Programme

An Overview of the Materials Dvelopment
Programme for PFBR

Whither Chemical Engineering?

Date

11-2-86

25-2-86

11-3-86

8-4-86
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* On EOL
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R.S. Modak

V. Balaraman
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Nuclear Physics Division
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